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.YOUNG· WILD WEST· AND THE BROKEN CUN
.

OR, ARIETIA'S QUICK WIT

•

By AN OLD 3COUT
CHAPTER 1.-The Camp in the Glade.
Young \Vild West and the friends who traveled
with him in search of excitement and adventure
came to a halt at the close of a rather warm day
ui July a few years ago, and proceeded without
delay to put their camp in shape. It was in a
~ld part of the Rockies in Western Colorado,
~d at the time of which we write the population
as rather scarce in that section, while all sorts
f dangers threatened travelers. Mining camps
were scattered about, many of them being- full of
business, for prospectors were striking it rich
right along.
·
The trail ,the Champion Deadshot of the West,
as he was commonly called, had been following
8ince noon showed evidence of being traveled considerably, and this led him to believe that they
might strike a mining camp before night. But
the place they halted at looked so inviting that
after consulting with his two partners, Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Da'i-t, Wild decided to remain
there over night and set out again in the morning. All hands were so u sed to camp life that it
mattered little to them whether they did this or
not. Even the girls were accustomed to it, and
sometimes when they put up at a 'hotel they really
became disgusted and wi shed that they might be
in the open.
For the benefit., of those who have not -been folowing the advemu1·es of Young Wild West and
}1is two partners closely, we will state that the
party consisted of Arietta Murdock, the goldenhaired sweetheart of Young Wild West; Anna,
the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, the scout; and
, Eloise Gardner, Jim Dart's sweetheart. Right
here we . may as well state that two Chinamen
were in their employ as handy man and cook,
their names being Hop Wah and Wing Wah.
This made the party number eight all told, and
an ordinary person to have met them would no
· doubt have decided that there really were but
three who might put up a fight in case they were
attacked by a lawless. band of white men or bad
Indians.
Of course, a bi~ mistake would be made if one
eally thought this, since Arietta Murdock could
handle a firearm and ride a horse as well as the
ave1lf!ge man of the \Vest. She was full of grit,
too, and had many times proved to be of valuable
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~ssistan:ce w1?-ile the young deadshot was engaged
m fightrng his foes. Anna and Eloise could also
shoot well, and they had been in that part of the
country among its greatest · dangers quite long
enough to make them used to it, and though they
were a little more timid . tha.Q Arietta, they
always gave a good account of tbemselves when
they were hard pressed.
Of the two Chinamen, Wing, the cook was
probably the best one with a gun. He could
shoot fairly w~l, but had a tinge of cowardice in
him, and usually got to cover when danger
threatened. Hop, on the other hand, had never
been known to be able to hit a target at close
range. But there was 'nothing cowardly about
him, and he very often turlled what seemed to be
certain defeat into victory, all through his cleverness and ability to perform feats of sleight-ofhand. It is not at all necessary to say that Young
Wild West, though but a boy in yean, had made
a reputation for himself that many a man old
eoough to be his g1·andf-ather might have been
proud to own, all through his daring. and successful efforts in putting down vice while assisting
to pave the way to civilization.
Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, -was so well known
that, suffice to say, that -though he was a
little headstrong and excitable at times, he
was a fitting companion for the boy.
Jim
Dart, who was but a boy about the same
age as our hero, was known · for his· quiet
manner, but never once could any one :;ay that he
had ·fl.inched in times of danger. Both Charlie
and Jim cou·ld shoot as well a s the best of them,
though they were willing to admit that Wild had
no equal when it came to quick and accurate
shooting, whether it was for. fun or for fair. The
y_oung dea?shot and his PiJrtners had sti-uck it
nch sometimes before we find them in the wilds
of the Rockies at the opening of this story.
All loving adventu1·e and excitement, they had
been making it their business for three of four
years to ride about i:n the wildest parts of the
West and hunt for it. Usually they found what
they wanted, and very often they located a gold
mine or some buried treasure which all went to
add to the excitement and the fun, for there certainly was _lots of fu•, especially when Hop Wah
took a notion to amuse the party by his antics
and practical jokinJi.
·
·
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As a rule it is very easy to find a suitable place they heard sounds from the trail which told then1
plainly that some sort of a vehicle was nearing
to camp in the Rocky Mountains.
,
Running streams are. encountered frequently, iliem.
"A wagon, sure as you're born!" Cheyenne
and the ,:rlades. dells, and glens are almost numberless. It 'Vs in a little glade at the left of the Chadie exclaimed, as he leaped to his feet, holdmountain trail that our friends chose to erect in~ a chunk of bear meat from which the red
the two tents that formed the sleeping quarters , juice was running in his hand. ~e kept on eatfor them all. A rocky cliff towered high upon the ing as he started toward the trail, while the rest
left, and a minature waterfall made music as it watched to see who w.as coming. Two minutPs
tumbled down into the pool which fed a running later the scout saw a covered wagon drawn b •
brook where the grass was growing green. Trees four mules. The vehicle was of an old fashioned
and bushes almost surrounded that part of it prairie schooner type, and the mules certain
that was not taken up by the face of the cliff. It looked to be in pretty good order even if they
was Arietta who had noticed .the churning little were lazy. The driver of this rather queer lookplace as they were riding along at a walk, and ing outfit was a man of middle age, and the mosince the sun was not more than an hour high, ment he saw him the scout was convinced that it
the dashing young <leads.hot had immediately de- was one of the peddlers very often to be met in
the region of a mining camp.
cided to stop there.
"Hello!" the driver called out, when he saw
W'hile the work of putting up the two tents was
being done by the two Chinamen, Wild and his the scout standing there chewing away at the
partners turned their attention to look after the piece of bear meat. Seen the smoke from your
horses. The girls lent assistance to arranging fire just now, and allowed that I must be close
things, and as soon as the smaller of the tents to Yaller Gulch. A fellow over at Jigger Camp
was in position, they at once p1·oceede to carry in told me I'd easy make it before sunset, and by
what belonged to t:\}em. Having seen to the going slow at that. It's pretty nigh sunset, so
horses, the young deaclshot and his partners turn- - I reckon I must be here."
ed their attention to the other tent, which was
'·' I reckon there ain't no minin' camp here,"
just about in position when they returned. Of Charlie r~orted.. "This is our camp. I don't
course, it did not take them long to get the few believe the place you're lookin' for is as close 'a s
blankets and other things inside, and then with a ten miles. If we thought there was a minin' camp
nod of satisfaction the young deadshot said:
no further a,vay than that we would have kept
"Now then, Charlie, I believe you said you were on till we struck it."
-· going to have a bearsfeak for supper. You re"That's so? Ain't acquainted much in these
marked this morning after shooting the young here parts, then."
black bear that the meat would be all right for
"-Can't say that I've ever been over this trail
supper. I reckon it must be."
before."
"You kin bet your life it is, Wild. I cut off
· "That accounts for it. There's a mining camp
three big steaks from each ham, a'n' I packed 'em mighty close by. Most likely if you had gone 011
sartin
in green leaves, so you kin feel mighty
a mile or so further you would have see11 it right
that there ain't no animal heat left in that meat before you. .It's in a gulch, and I think I seen
now. Anyhow, there's a whole lot of nonsense s.omP.thing that looked like a gulch when I wa~
about that thing. Most folks allow that anything back there on that spur." The driver kept his
what's killed ain't good to eat the same day. The mules going, and he brought them to a halt right
only difference I kin find in it is that it's a little near where Charlie was standing. Then he caught
tougher. But it makes no diffe1·ence how tough sight of the camp and those sitting near the fire
this bear meat is, I'm goin' to enjoy myself by eating their supper.
chewin' . ome of it. I've got a very fine set of
"Just in time!" he exclaimed, delightedly. "I'm
teeth yet, an' it don't make much diffj!rence how Profef'sor Dan McGinnis, and I'm going- to get ,
tough the meat is."
an invitation to supper."
Cheyenne Charlie proceeded to hang up not
only the portions of the bear meat he had saved,but al~o two haunches of venison with the loins
attached. It was seldom indeed th~t Young Wild
CHAPTER IL-Professor Dan McGinnis.
West and his friends lacked for fresh meat, for
with the exception of vel'y arid places in Arizona
The free and easy way the stranger had of
and New Mexico, which they traveled through talking impre'ssed Cheyenne Charlie quite a lot.
"Say," the scout said looking at him 'and grinfrequently, there was always plenty of game to
ning broadly, "seems to me you have got a lot
be shot.
The coffee-kettle was hung· over the fire, and of what they call nerve."
more wood put on, and in a few minutes there
"Nerve!" and the man looked aj; him as if very
were sufficient coals there to begin broiling the 1vuch surpi:ised.. "Why, my friend, :'·hat would
meat. The scout's wife assisted in getting the a man do m this part of the world 1f he didn't
tin dishes anct cups in readiness, and then a good have plenty of nerve and grit? I'm full of 'em
supply of corn muffins that had been left over both, from the tip of my shoes to the top of
from the morning were brought out. The cook my head. I just told you I was Professor Dan
was not at all mean in cutting off the chops from McGinnis, didn't I?"
the loin of venison, and when A11na had assisted
"That's all rifht," and Charlie nodded, some:•
him in broiling the supJllY, thern was more than what nettled. 'It don't make a blamed bit o~
sufficient for all hands. They sat down and began difference to me who you are, or where yoy t
to eat, enjoying it just as w(jl as if they had been come from. I was jest sayin' what I though~,
'
'
seated at a table in a first-class hotel. But the that's all."
meal was not more tha-rt half through when
"That's right, my friend. Always say w°hat"
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yqµ think. That's ,the one best way to get along
in~this world. Never pays a fellow to keep his
thoughts to himself. If I had done that I would
not be here in the West earning my living."
"I know what you are; you're a peddler, an'
it's putty sartin that you'll be wantin' to sell us
somethin' afore you git away from here."
!'Right you are. Why, I now see that you are
a man of more than ordinary intelligence. ·What
your name, please?"
"Me? Oh, it don't matter about my name.
It's so long since I've heard any one mention my
last name that I've almost forgotten it."
"Funny, I should say," and Professor McGinnis
smiled and shook his heacl.
"Maybe it is funny," the scout said, a s if he
was rather reluctant to make the admission.
"Here comes Young Wild West. You <lo your
talkin' to him, an' <lon't try to rub any softsoap
over him, either, 'cause if you do you might git
fooled."
!'Young Wild West, you say, what a peculiar
name! But," and he shook his head as if he
saw the explanation, "I suppose the ·wnd West
really is young to some people yet, an<l probably
he is what you call a beginner. Is that himthe boy with the long_ hair hanginR: over his
shoulders?"
"That's him," Cheyenne Charlie answe1·ed, getting quite angry now, for it ·was plain that he
did not like the forward manner of the stranger.
Wild had risen from the evening repast, and was
~alking toward the two as they were conversing.
Charlie took another bite of the chunk of bear
meat, and he did it so viciously that Professor
Dan McGinnis gave vent to a loud laugh:
"Look out," he i;ai<l, when he had recovered
from the tempoi:ary fit, "the first thing you know
you'll be swallowing that meat ·whole, and then
you'll be chokinir. I ha<l it once myself, and I
know what I'm talking about. So this is Young
Wild West, eh?"
"That's just who I happen to be," the young
deadshot said, in his cool and easy way, while
a smile played about his handRome face, for he
readily <'onjectured, like Charlie had done previously, that it was one of the peddle1·s quite
common in that region.
"Professor Dan McGinnis is my name," and
the man quickly put out hi!'< hand. WJM accepte<l
it, still smiling. while Charlie looked on and
bowed his disgust hy turning and walking away.
"Hey, there!" McGinnis called out, as he noticed
the scout's move, "don't be in a hurry. Go
ahead and eat the rest of that meat. It makes
me hungry to see you doing it, but the hungrier
I get the more I feel like eating, and as I said
before, I'm certain I'm going to get an invitation
to supper."
"Come right on, professor. I'll see to it that
our hired men take charge of your mules," • Wild
11&id, and then he bowed just as if he thought
the stranger to be a very important person.
"There!" and Professor McGinnjs drew himself
to his full height and shook his finger at the
acout. "That's what I call a genuine reception.
You see, I am recognized. "The mere fact that
have introduced myself as .the professor has
-r. whole lot of weight with this young gentleJll&JI. You, my friend, don't seem to fully realize
the importance of it.'"
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"Yol;l go to thunder!" Charlie answered, and
then lie went back and joined the smiling ones
about the fire, for certainly they were all smil,
ing by this time.
"I don't see nothin' funny," Charlie declared,
as he looked at his wife. "Nothin' but a fool
peddler."
"Never mind, Charlie," Anna answered. "Maybe
we'll see something funny before the evening
has passed away. · The chances are that he'll ask
permission to . camp here until morning.''
"I. d?n't know a~ou~ that, ~al. He says there's
a mmm' canw w1thm a mile or two of here.
Seemed to know what he was talkin' about, too.
Most likely he'll go on to it, an' I hope he does,
'cause I don't want no fool like him hangin'
around here. It makes me mad to hear him talk.
If he does stay here, I hope Hop will blow him
up with a big firecracker, or somethin'.''
"Me fixee allee light, Misler Charlie. You no
be aflaid of lat," the clever Chinee declared, and
he nodded in a way that told plainly that he
would be only too ~lad to ·do the job. Wild now
came forward, leadmg the professor by the arm.
"Ladies and gentlemen,' the young deadshot
said, "allow me the pleasure of introducing to
you the famous Professor McGinnis. I don't
know just what particular line J1e is in. but I am
satisfied that it is som('thing great. Take a good
look at him, and if you don't agree with me
when I say that he is certain!~, one of the best
looking and most distingui shed type of men I
ever 1-;aw, I will be wjlling to admit t.hat I am
entirely v.,rong.'' The profesR01· took off a wellworn felt hat and bowed until his head came as
low !lS his knees.
"Hope I am not disturbing you," he said, as he
strode forward and looked at what was left of
the repast. "But I am very hungry. Of course,"
and he turned to Cheyenne Charlie, "I am willing
to pay for what I eat. Don't think for a moment
that I am trying to sponge on you, for I am not
that sort of a man. I never ate a meal in mv life
that I wasn't able to pay for; since I have ·been
able to earn my own living, r mean.''
"How long have you been able to do that?"
Charlie asked.
"Oh, since I was a little kid. I never had
the good fortune to have rich parent!'" or relations
that would feed me when I wasn't earning enough
to pay for it."
"That sountls putty good, too. Glad to hear
it, stranger."
"Professor, please. I believe I introduced my- '
self. Don't forget that I am Professor Dan McGinnis.''
"Hop," Young Wild West said, nodding to the
clever Chinee, "I reckon you and Wing had better
unhitch the professor's mules. Probably he means
' to stop here for the night."
"Don't. do anything of the kind, pleasP, :me!
the professor shook his finger warningly at Hop.
"I mean to stop here no longer than to get my
supper. I am on my way to Yaller Gulch, as
they call it. Of course, the , proper name for it
would be Yellow Gulch, but folks out this way
pronounce things a -whole lot different from the
way we do in the Eaf$t. I mean by East that
I was born and brought ·up in tne State of Pennia~rlvania. Had a pretty good scl10ol ~ucation,

.
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too. Went to college, or I could never be a professor."
"You allee · samee velly smartee Melican man,
plofessor," and Hop Wah stepped up and bowed
in Oriental fashion.
"Now look at that!" McGinnis cried, as he
waved his hand to the rest. "This Chanaman
really shows that he possesses quite a stock of
good, ordinary sense." There was nothing to do
but to laugh at this ·and certainly the young deadshot and his friends knew how to do it. Of
course, Cheyene Charlie was 11ot just in the
humor to do much laughing, but he was forced
to smile in spite of himself. Without waiting
for a real invitation, the professor squatted upon
the ground. and· then looking at Wing, whom he
no doubt could see was the one to serve him,
said :
"My heathen friend, a cup of coffee, please."
Wing was not quite satisfied to give him what
he asked for, and he turned a questioning look at
the young deadshot.
"Go ;,head, Wing," was the reply. That i;;ettled
it, and Professor Dan McGinnis soon had a steaming hot cup of coff~e before him.
"Now then, a little of that meat you have
there, if you don't mind. By the looks of it you
have all nearly finished your supper, and by what
remains I judge that enough to appease my
appetite can be readily spared."
"Whattee you wantee ?" Wing asked, looking
at him and l1esitating. "We allee samee gottee
bear meat and deer meat."
·
"A little of both, please. It's like a fellow
when he goes into a select restaurant and orders
turkey, whether he prefers the ·white or. dark _
meat. I invariably answer that I would like to
have a little of both. and it will be so in this case.
A little bear meat and a little of the deer meat,
which is venh;on, though 1n·obably you don't
know that that is the proper name for it." Wing
acted as if he didn't understand the last of what
he sairl, -but he was not long in putting- a goodly
supply of both the bear meat and the venison
upon a tin plate. Then the professor looked
around as- [f something was lacking-, and Cheyenne Charlie picked up a corn muffin and tossed
it to him.
"Thank you," and McGinnis caught it· deftly
in his left hand. Wing, as if he f elt that he
must go ahead and treat the man in a proper
manner, handed him th_e pail that contained the
butter, and also a knife, for he took notice that
he did not produce a hunting-knife from his belt,
.if .he really harl one on. Then while the rest
sat there and watched him, the professor ate
heartily.
"Rather strange to see you people here. I believe the gentleman with the long black hair and
mustache informed me that you were not aware
that there was a hustling mining camp within a
mile or two," said McGinnis.
"We were not aware of. it,'' Anna answered,
for r-,he took it that he was addressing her particularly, since he was looking straight at her when
he 11poke.
"Well, there is. I ·have never been there, but
from the information I obtained at Jil!.' Town, a
mining camp called Yellow Gulch must lie at the
mouth of a wild gulch within ten minutes travel
of this ve1·y spot. That is where I- am due to-

night, for I woultb1't think of camping out when
I was sure there was a good hotel so close at
hand. I don't care about sleeping in my wagon,
especially when there is danger of grizzly bears,
outlaws, or Indians being about."
.
"Since you are so sure that there is a mi11in~
cal]lp but a short distance away, I don't blame
you professor," Wild said. "I reckon we'll find
out whether you are right -or not. Jim, suppose.
you get up to the top of the cliff and climb t
the top of one of the big trees up there and take
a look."
"Just what I was thinking of, Wild,'" Dart answered, quickly. It always fell to the lot of Jim
Dart to climb a tree. for 1·eally he was an adept
at tha't sort of thing. · He quickly madP his way
there, and soon reached the top of the cliff. Tlwn,
while they all watched him, he went nearl)· to
the top of a big tree that stood a little way from
the top of the precipice above.
Jim looked in the direction they had bPen
traveling, and, sure enough, he caught sight of
a mining camp that could not have been more.
than a mile and a half dtstant. It wa:s g-ettin~
dark down there, for the setting sun no longc1·
shed its rays upon the scene. Here and there
could be seen a light, and one of them being a
pretty large one, the boy easily recognized it as
being in front of the leading hotel, as it migl1t
be called, of th~ place.
"I reckon the professor is right, Wild," he
called out from above. "There's quite a goo1
sized camp down there. Looks to be quite a busy
one, too. A little in the way of mining machillery
on the side of the hill. Maybe the place ha« a
popul_ation of sixty or eighty. That's about the
wav it looks f:tom here."
,;That's Yellow Gulch all right," Professor
McGinnis ~houted. as he looked up at the bo;v.
"That's. where I'm going. Foolish if you peopJe
remain here and :sleep in tents when there is I a
good hotel so close by. I know it'.· a e-oorl hotr-1,
too," he added, dropping hi. voice ;iml looking at
Wild and the rest. "I generally find out in advance where I am g-oing to ston for thP. night.
Sometimes, though, I am compell ed to sleep in
mv \\'ag-011, and then I am in constant fear that
something will happen to me. Someboo·y might
come along and steal my mules, or they might
murder me or rob me. Got a ft>w dollars' worth
of stuff in that old wagon. too," and he winked his left eye as · he jerked his thumb in the direction of the outfit.
"I don't doubt that, professor. V\That are you
selling·?"
.
"Me?" Why, I'm selling a little of everything.
I can let you have anything from an ordinary
needle to a suit of clothes. I can sell you a diamond ring-, or a solid gold W[ltch. or I can furnish
you with a horseshoe nail if its needed. Come!
Get your outfit together and accompany me to
Yellow Gulch."
'"I reckon we won't go to that trouble, professor. We are well satisfied to remain here;''
and the young deadshot shook his head.
"All right, I won't delay any \longer, because
I would like to reach "my destination before dark.
I want to do some business tonight. I always
do a pretty good business when I strike a minin(f'
camp:" Then he nodded to all hands in a pleu.ant manner, and started for his wagon.
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the slope where their claims no doubt were located, and others heading for the big shanty. It
was not until they were pretty close that they
were observed, and then in less than a minute a
$lozen or more men came out of the hotel and
stood watching them, showing that they wer e
curious to know who they were, or that they
were expecting them.
Adjoining the hotel was a store which seemed
to be quite a place of business, for a number of
articles used by the rough miners were displayed
on the stoop. Wild brought his horse to a halt
in front of the store, not going on to the hotel
a few yards further: A portly man with gray
hair and a shining red face promptly came from
the store, and rubbing his hands expectantly
called out:
"Good mornin' ladies an' gentlemen. I reckon
I'm goin' to sell you somethin'."
"Probably you will before we go away from
CHAPTER III.-The Mayor of Yellow Gulch.
here," Wild answered, in his cool and easy way.
Young Wild West and bis friends passed the "Say, my friend, is this )'elow Gulch?"
"YaJler Gulch, that's -what she is, young- feller.
night in camp without interruption. They ~vere
all up with the sun, and after the cook had pre- Quite a place, too. Lots of the yaller metal to be
pared the breakfast they were not long in eating picked up an' dug out over there," and he jerked
it. Then they were ready to proceed on to Y el- his thumb toward the Jong slope beyond, "Goin'
·
lo:\\· Gulch, for they certainly meant to stop there to try your luck, I s'pose."
"No. We didn't come here to di_g- gold or any"6or a day or two and see. what the place was
thing like that. We are just going to stop a little
1:ike.
When the tents had been taken down and the while and take things easy." While the conversapack-horses loaded they mounted and, riding out tion was goiJig on the crowd remained in front
to the trail , proceeded on in the direction Pro- of the shanty hotel. Jt was not until Wild turned
fessor Dan McGinni;:, the peddler, had taken the his gaze that way that any of the men made a
lt was pretty fair traveling, move fJo come toward them Then a big muscunight before.
though mo;;t of it was down a descent, and lar-looking man with a closelv cropped beard
when they had gone a little more -than half a walked over, and after sizing the · young dead.
mile they came in full view of the collection of shot up carefully, said:
shanties and tents that lay at the mouth of a
"I s!pose you're thao boy they call Young Wild
bi•r gulch.
West, ain't you?"
'?,There vou are, Et." the young deadshot i<aid,
''That's just who I am, my friend. Who are
.
a
to
stallio!l,
sorrel
his
a\l he brought Spitfire,
you?"
what
1s
that
e
suppo.
"I
below.
halt and pointed
"Me? Why. I'm Jack Hill, the mayor of YaHer
thev call Yellow Gulch."
Gulch. I'm the whole thing here. Been elected
suppose
"I
answered.
girl
"It must be," the
as mayor, sheriff, judge, an' county attorney.
the yellow part of the name comes , from the They w?uldn't have nobody else, so I jest had
there."
fact that gold is founrl
to take· 1t. I want to tell you somethin'. This is
"Quite likely. But judging from the general the best regulated minin' camp in all Colorado,
isn't
there
that
appea1·ance of things, I imagine
We don't allow no
an' don't you forgit -it.
uch of a boom going on just now." The rest criminals here, an' every time there's anything
all
they
then
came up and haltecl near them, and
i;tole we ain't Jong in gittin' our man. See tha.t
::;urveyed the scene below. In the rear of the big tree over there?"
wagon
the
large t building in the camp stood
"I see it," Wild answered, as he looked in the
that belonged to Professor McGinnis. This told direction
he indicated.
them that the building mu i,t be the hotel. and
you kin notice that stout limb that
"Well,
that he was undoubtedly stopping there. It all sticks out over the road can't you?"
looked very peaceful and quiet enough, but
,
"I see it quite plainly."
Cheyenne Charlie declared that a mining camp
"That's the limb a thief generally hangs from
.
looks that way early in the morning.
"It's in the night-time when there's somethin' after he's been given a trial and convicted."
"I see. I suppose the tree grew there for that
goin ' on,' he added, ·with a grin. "Then is the
time when the men gather at the whisky mill:; very purpose. It certainly looks so."
"You think it does look so, eh?"
to fill up on tanglefoot an' ,ramble. I wonder
"Why, yes."
hdw the blame fool of a peddler made out last
"See here, Young Wild West. Don't •try to
ni~ht? Do you s'pose he sole! anythi ng , Wild?"
'I haven't the least idea, Chai·li e," the young poke fun at me, 'cause I won't have it. Maybe
deadshot retorted, with a shake of the head. "The you think I'm a fool, but you're a whole lot mischa'nces are he did, for a fello\v who can talk like taken."
"I'm s ure I don't think anything of the sort
he can surely ought to be a good salesman."
They now started again and when they r eached Mr. Mayor. You judge me wrongly when yoti
the level below they 'saw more men leaving the say that."
"Well, what are you tryin' to say that it looks
shanties, some of them proceeding straight to

"Le1; him go, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie said,
as the young deadshot made a move as though
to stop the professor. "He's nothin' but a blamed
fool, anyhow. Puttin' on airs, that's what you kin
call it." But ignoring what the scout said, the
young deadshot called out:
.., "Take care of yourself, professor. You're welcome to remain here with us till mornin·g if you
reach the I
like, but since yuu might be able
mining camp by the time it gets dark, you can
use your own judgment about it.
"I'm going on even if I fail to get there ~efore
dar kness sets in," was the reply. "I hope to
meet vou all tomorrow mo111ing. Good night."
- Then he got into the wagon, and starting up his
mules quickly disappeared from view behind the
bushes and rocks.
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as if the tree grov,ed there jest so we could have
it to hang thieves on for ?"
"That's all right. Don't be offended by that.
I merely made the remark without thinJ<ing."
" Oh, that sounds a little better." Then Jack
Hill, mayor, etc., of Yellow Gulch, turned and
beckoned t o the crowd to come over. This they .
did without delay, -every man of them, and quickly
our friends were urrounde<l ii,nd being studied
closely.
" Boys," the mayor went on, after a pause,
" this boy is Young Wil<l West. Most of us have
heard tell of him. He's the Champion Deadshot,
so they say, an' ain't afraid of nothin' that ever
lived. That's what they sa y, but I don't believe
it altogether." Cheyenne Charlie became nettled · right away. and Wild had to look at him
sharply to keep, him from saying something. The
fact was the boy did not mind it in the least,
for he could tell right away that Jack Hill was
of a jealous disposition, and no doubt felt that
some one had arrived a t' th e camp who might
be a little more important than he was. After
a few comment.~ had been made by the men in-the
crowd, none of them uncomplimentary, Wild dismounted and, smiling at the mayor, said:
"Well, Mr. Jack Hill, ! _suppose you won't have
any objections if we stop in Yell ow Gulch for a
day or two."
"I don't know as I will," was the reply. "But
it's a rule we have here that every stranger
what comes in town should prove tha he's
honest an' kin be trusted."
"Is that go? Why, didn't you just say ~at
most of you had heard of me?''
"Yes, I did say that, but I said somethin' else,
too, didn't I? I said I didn't believe all I'd heard
about you."
"Oh! Then you're simp y supposing that we
may not be honest people, and that we came here
something of that
for the purpoRe of stealing
sort." .
" Sich a thing could be, couldn't it?"
"It could be, but it isn't, Mr. Mayor. I don't
know just what you have heard about me, but
Illl venture to say that you never heard anything that was bad."
"It ain't likely I heard everything, anyhow."
"All right, Jack," and the boy became more
familiar. "It makes no difference to us what
you t hink about us. If you don't feel like giving
us permission to stay here as long as we want
to, we'll stay, anyhow."
"What! Did you hear what Young Wild West
aid boys ?" and the mayor tui:ned and looked in
a surprised way at those standing about. Some
of t hem answered in the affirmative, but the
majority r emained silent.
· "That's ri ght , Jack," Wild decla1·ed, in his cool
and easy way. "Now then, we won't bother
about looking for accommodations at the hotel,
for the fact is it don't strike us as being large
eti'ough to accommodate us all with any degree
of comfort, anyhow. ·we'll be satisfied to camp
"l!Omewhere close by. I reckon that spot over
there close to the cteek where the group of trees
stands will just ·about suit us."
"Well,· by thunder!" :the mayor exclaimed, and
then he steP.ped back and looked as if he was
amazed. W11ri was much amused by all this, but
he was bent ? _,on havina: his own way about it,
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and even i;f the mayor fo1·bade him to • camp
there, it would not have caused him to change
his mind. But nothing was saicl contrary to his
desire, so nodding to his companions, he mounted Spitfire, and waving his hand to the mayor
and the rest of the crowd, rode for the spot hec
had pointed out. · Hop and Wing trailed alorrft>
behind, 'and the crowd looked at them almost in
·
Ill
silence.
"This is about as good a place as any, Wild,"
Cheyenne Charlie remarked, as he dismounted
and aroceeded to unsaddle his horse. "But you
kin bet your life that we'll be told to git away
from here af ore very long. That mayor as he
calls himself is a blame fool. He thinks he's a
whole Jot smarter than any one else livin' here,
an' it makes him mad to think that you have
come here, 'cause he's heard somewhat of your
reputation. Thinks maybe that you'll be wantin'
to be mayor an' put him out of his job."
"If he thinks anything like that, Charlie, · Ire
is much mistaken, and simply wasting his
thoughts."
"Oh, I know that. But if I was you I'd warm
him up a little. Worry him like, you know."
"I certainly will if he gets too strong. We
have ~ot to have some excitement here, and if
we can have it without any harm being done, it
will be all the better." The two Chinamen wer ·
told to put up the tents, and then Wild and his
partners attended to the horses.
It being early in the morning, they knew ttley
had a long day before them, and unless the mayor
chose to make trouble for them, it might prove
tiresome. But there was the professor; probably
he might afford something in the way of amusement, if not excitement. Wild was thinking abo~
him when he suddenly came from around
corner of the hotel and walked toward them. T e
crowd had left the general store by this time,
but a number of the miners were standing ~tween the store and the hotel watching O\lr
friends as they were fixini.t ,ip the camp. Professor Dan McGinnis walked straight to the
group on the bank of the creek, and in a cheery
.
•voice called out: .
"Good morning, Younl!,' Wild West! Good morn·t
ing, everybody! Glad to see you got here."
"Good morning, professor," Wild answered.smiling. "How did you 1 make out last night?"
"Fine. It didn't take -me long to convince the
mayor that I was honest, and a man to be trusted,
and then after paying him ten dollars for a
license, I started in to do business. I sold a hundred and eight dollars worth of goods, and I
don't mind telling you that about seventy-five dol~
Jars of it is clear profit."
"How aoout the store-keeper? He seemed to
be a little angry because you came here."
"Oh, I don't care anything about him. He
makes a hundred per cent. on everything he sells;
and just because I put the price down on som.e
things a few cents lower than what he was asking
for, I suppose he's mad about it. I've ~
enough stuff in that wagon to net me a thousand !
dollars, with my expenses, counting what I ha've·
already sold. If I can make a thousand dollars
in about two months and get back to a railroad
station, so I can have more /foods shipped i'n,
·, '
·
I think I am doing pretty fair.'
·••Pretty fair, I should say, professor. · So tlie
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mayor was not long in convincing himself that
were all rig-ht, eh?"
"That was ea,;y. The ten dollars, I suppose,
had a whole lot io do with it."
"Well, he doesn't sem to take Yery kindly
, to us. You told him we were coming didn't you?"
_ "You bet I did, and most every one seemed
to have heard of you. Some reckoned that you
was the greatest boy on earth, but others allowed
that you wasn't what you was cracked up to be."
, "Yes, I know. The mayor doesn't seem to r e
me. But here he comes now. Evidently he has
decided to make a further examination of me.
Now then, professor, you just keep quiet, and if
the mayor goes too far I'll show you how I'll
·tame him." The peddler nodded his head and
showed that he was greatly interested.
),'OU

CHAPTER IV.-The Mayor ls Crushed.

It was quite evident that ,Jack Hill, the mayor
of Yellow Gulch, meant business, for he strode
along- with an air that told how· important he felt
at that moment. Behind him came as many as
fifteen men, all of them rough-looking fellows,
and armed as well. Professor Dan McGinnis
showed signs of uneasiness, and acted very much
as if he would like to go away. But Young \Yi!,!
West coolly took him by the arm and motioned
him to- step back a little.
' "Just leave them to me, professor," he said, in
his cool and easy way. "I have an idea that we
are going to receive orders to vacate th)s spot. If
such a thing happens we won't go, that's all."
Up ~trade the mayor, his constituents followiyg, th e majority of them looking gTim and dett'r mined. but a few wearing smiles on their faces.
"See here, kid," Hill called out frowningly,
."'I've thought it over, an' I've made up my mind
that you're altogether too fresh. Now then, you
jest pack up your belongin's an' git away from
here. If you want to hang around this place· for
a while, go up the hill somewhere. In my mind
you have come here for no good, so that settles
It."
"Glad it's all settled, then, Mr. Mayor," the
• young deadshot answered, nodding his head approvingly. "You have had your little say, though,
and I think I'd better have mine. Then probably
you will go on about your business, and let us remain here."
"What's that?" and the mayor took a couple of
steps nearer.
"To cut. it a little short, and not have any big
argument abo~t it, I tell you flainly that we are
not going to leave here unti we get good and
ready. Just when-that will be I don't know, for
the more excitement there is around .here the
lqnger we will stay. Now then, haul in your
horns, Jack Hill, or there will be trouble."
"Trouble, eh? Well, I ain't never lookin' for
t9cat kind of an article, yet since I'm the bo~s of
the Gulch, I've got to have my way about thmgs.
I talked it over with the men /ou see here, an'
they all seemed to think that l' better make you
light out, if I didn't like you. I don't like you,
You11g Wild West, though I do feel a bit sorry
for the females you have got with you. They, of
course, can't help it if you're an upstart an' one
of them kind of young fellers what goes around
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tryin' to find chances to shoot somebody all the ·
time."
"You don't think I'm looking for a chance to
take a shot at you, cio you, Jack?" and the boy
laughed right in his face.
"I wouldn't tl·ust you a whole lot. They say
you're the Champion Deadshot, an' that you kin
shl>ot quicker than lightnin'."
"I hardly think I can shoot as quick as all that,
but I'll tell you, .Jack, if you don't look out I'll be
apt to take a shot at you."
Then the boy coolly pulled a revolver and
pushed the muzzle of it within an inch of the
man's nose.
. "Do you smell powder?" he asked, still keeping
the smile on his fa,ce. "If you don't I'll let a bullet go close to your ear, and then you certainly
will be able to get a whiff of it."
"Hold on, there!" and the mayor leaped back
as if he had been stung by a hornet.
"I'm holding on all right. You don't think I
am going to drop it, do you? Now then, you fellows behind there g et out of the way. I am going
to take a shot at the mayor.'.'
"Look out, Young Wild '\Vest!" cried Professor
McGinnis, starting forward, his face turning
pale. "Don't kill the man, for gracious sake. I
have sized him up pretty well, and he seems to
be all right. He's got an idea that he's something like a kinii,- around here, that's all."
"All right, professor. Now you just stand back,
too. I want eve1·ybody to stand back but the
~ayqr.. If he has_an idea that_ he is something
hke a kmg, the quicker he gets 1t out of his head
the better it will be for him. Move aside there,
gentlemen."
Wild waved his hand, and with remarkable
quickness the miners drew back on either side
leaving a clear opening behind Jack Hill. ·of
course, the young deadshot had no intention whatever of harming- a hair in the fellow's head. But
he really thought it was about time for him to
give some sort of a demonstration just to show
them that he was not to be bullied or driven about
by a whimsical fellow who thought himself to be
a whole lot more than he really was. The mayor
wore an ordinary sombrero such as can be found
in any part of the West or Southwest. There was
a ~ar:rnw strip of rawhide about it for a band, and
this was knotted over, the two ends flaring outward in the form of a bow. Wild took all this in
a~ he was looking at him, and suddenly up went
his revolver and, shutting his left eye, he took a
quick aim at the knot upon the hat and pulled
the trigger. Crack! As the sharp report rang
out the band parted, and the ends flew outward
'
hanging loosely over the brim.
"That didn't hurt you any, Jack Hill" Wild
said smilingly, still holding the revolver a~ steady
as a rock. "I just loosened your hatband. The
fact is I thought maybe your head might be
swelling, and it needed to be done. Just take off
your headgear and look and see of what I am telling you is not the truth."
"Boys," shouted the mayor, who was now not
only angry, but badly frightened as well "are
you standin' here an' lettin' sich things as this go
on? I reckon you must have forgot that you all
voted for me to be mayor, justice of the peace
sheriff, an' so forth, of the Gulch. To see m;
treated this wav an' not raise your hands makes
it look as if you don't care a blame about me."
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"The first galoot as touchej his gun or tries to
interfere will git a bull , . through his heart,"
Cheyenne Charlie spoke UJJ, for he could no longer
contain himself.
To show that he meant business he pulled a
gun from either side of him and stood there in
open defiance. Arietta was more amused than
she was sta1tled by what was going on. When
she saw the effect it had upon the men as Charlie
drew his revolvers, she stepped over and' picking
up her rifle, walked up and took her station near
him.
"Mr. Mayor, I reckon you now see that my
friends stand ready to back me," Wild remarked,
nodding to the astounded chief official of the
Gulch. "Probably you might reconsider it and
· give your pe1mission for us to stay here. It
·would be a whole lot better if you would, though
we are going to stay, anyhow, until we get ready
to leave, which won't be today, I reckon."
Jack Hill looked steadily at the boy for a moment, and then his eyes turned to Arietta. The
girl was as calm as a summer morning, and did
not even crack a smile. Cheyenne Charlie looked
really ugly, for the fact was that he was just
itching for a scrimmage, as he always was, no
matter where it happened to be or the time,
either. From Arietta the gaze of the man turned
to the scout, and then he slowly moved his head
around and looked at the group of men who had
come with him. Not one of them showed the least
inclination to interfere. There may have been
two reasons for this. Probably they did not think
it necessary, or the shot the boy had fired had
convinced them that it . would not be wise. Of
course, what Cheyenne Charlie had done might
have convinced them still further that they had
better keep quiet.
"Take off your hat, Jack," Young Wild West
said, after he saw the man turn his gaze to the
ground and shake his heJid.
Mechanically the man obeyed. He looked at
the severed leather band and then at the revolver
the boy held in his hand, though he had lowered
it so the muzzle was pointing to the ground.
"One of your fancy shots, I s'pose, Young Wild
West," he said. in a voice that was somewhat
husky.
"Yes, that's one of them. \Vant me to try another?"
"I ain't particular about that, unless you try it
on somebody else."
"All right. Have you thought rt over?"
"Though~ what over?"
"I mean have you changed your mind about
not wanting us to remain here?"
"No, I ain't changed my mind a bit. But I ain't
the man that's goin' to make a whole lot of tJ-01,1ble. I'm here to keep law an 'order, an' if I was
to start in to shootin' or got my men to do it, it
might be put down a.gin' me by someone a s is
higher than I am in this part of the country."
"The governor or someone else might not like it,
I suppose."
"That's it exactly."
"Well, you seem to be pretty level-headed, after
all. But don't you know that there's such a thing
as a man changing his mind?
The greatest
rulers that ever lived have done that thing, you
know."
"I ain't in the habit t>f changin' my mind,
though."
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"Oh, you're not, eh? Well, put your hat on
again. I !·eckon I'll have to take another shot. It
looks like a good one. Quite new, too. It would
be a shame to put a bullet through the crown, but
it's got to be done, Jack. Put it on."
·
Instead of obeying, the mayor turned suddenly and walked rapidly from the spot, his back turned..,.
to the boy. But Wild had threatened to put a '
hole through the crown of the hat, and he wa:;
bound to keep his word. Cr.a.ck! H~ fired a shot
and the )>ullet hit the hat, causing the owner t/J
leap about a foot from the ground and let go of it.
"Now, then, you pick that hat up and put it on
your head. If you don't I'll take a piece from one
of your ears."
'
The further Wild got into a thing of that sort
the more determined he became. While he was
not what might be called angry, he was bent upon
having his own way, and he was going to have it,
no matter what happened. The miners began
talking among themselves in low tones, but they
were all careful not to shown signs of making a
demonstration against what was going on. However, it was easy to see that the majority of then\
did not like it at all. One or two listened to the
others for a while, and they began laughing.
"Pshaw!" a big fellow wearing a faded red
shiit exclaimed, as he walked over and stood near
the prospector. "Jack has been makin' a fool of
himself every time strangers come here for a good
while. It's about time he got took down a peg.
He sartinly picked up the wrong one this time.
Young Wild West knows his business all right,
boys, an' I ain't afraid to say it."
"Ses here, Roxy," the mayor called out sharply.
"You're dismissed from IJlY committee now. Any
man as talks that way ain't loyal to me."
"All right, mayor. Let her go at that, then.
When it comes to helpin' keep things straight in
the Gulch, I'm right there every time. But this
kind of business is humbug. Jest 'cause you take
a notion not to like Young Wild ·west you have or~
dered him to git off this piece qf ground, which
don't belong to you any more than it does to him.
I didn't like the idea of it when you was talkin'
about it afore you come here to tell him. But I
didn't say nothin', thinkin' as how maybe you
would git more than you want. I didn't think you
was goin' to git it this way, though, Jack. Why, "(' ,
he's made you look like a little dog with its tail
hangin' between its legs."
This had considerable effect upon the rest of
them, and more than half of them laughed so mewhat deris ively.
Meanwhile, the mayor had
s topped still in his tracks, but had made no effort
to pick up his hat. Wild waited until the miner
who had so freely expressed himself got through,
and then walking a little closer to the mayor, he
said:
"Pick up that hat."
"I s'pose I might as well pick it up, 'ca.use it
belongs to me," was the reply, and then the command was obeyed.
Solemnly he placed it upon his head, and thel).
stood as if waiting for further orders.
·
·
"Now then, Mr. Mayor, I'll ask you again if
you have changed your mind."
.
"Didn't I tell vou a little while ago that I nev~r
change mv mind?"
"Yes, you told me that, and if you really meant
it, whv that's all the1·e is to it. You get away
from here 110w in a hurry."
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Once more the mayor looked around as if expecting assistance from those who had followed
him to the spot. But even those wh<? seemed to
ti,.ink he was acting in the right way did not make
a, move, nor did they say a word. 1:leluctantly
Jack Hill strode away, making a bee-hne for the
shanty hotel.
. . h"
"Gentlemen " the young deadshot said, m 1s
- cool and easy' way, as he nodded to the rest of
f'lhem, "I reckon that will be_ about all."
"Great catamounts l" cr1~d R?XY, th_c :r:edBhirted miner hi s face beaming with adimration.
.. Will you sh;ke hand ;; with a man wh,~t's alway~
t:ryin' to be fair _an' squar ~, Y?,ung \\1ld West?
"I certainly will, my friend.
The. two clasped hands, and _Roxy started . to
give an extra tight grip. ~ut_-Wlld wa~ too quick
for him, and he slipped his nand a httle clos1;r
and shut it with such force as to make the big
fellow wince..
," Some grip you have got in that hand ~f yours,
my boy," Roxy said, as he looked at his hand.
"Sorter thought you had broken a bone or_ two.
~tty good myself at givin' a real old-fash1on,ed
gnp."
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"I found that out the moment you started to
shut it. That's why I got in ahead of you," the
boy answered smilingly.
"All right. I know you p'!tty well. now_, an'
1 next time I shake hands I 11 go
f.1\e
at 1t mighty
easy. But say, I'm goin' to tell you som':thi?' so
as to sorter explain things here. Jack Hill 1s a~l
right as far as bein' honest goes. But he's _got 1t
in his head tha t 'cause. he w~s elected ":1thout
opposition to mayor, sheriff, an so o~, of this here
eamp, he's somethin' above the ordinary run __of
human people. He wanted you to knuckle to. hrm,
that was all. If you had started to coax. hu~, to
Jet you stay here, it would have been all right.
"That's the wav it is, eh? Well, Mr. What-IsYour-Name--"
·"Roxy is my name."
.
· "Oh yes Roxy. I believe I heard the mayor
~11 y~u th~t. What I was going to say is that
I .never yet have coaxed a man to permit me to
stay in any particular place. Maybe I hav~ done
a little coaxing to be set free when I was m the
hands of a tough gang and was in danger of being
put to death. Any man or boy is apt to do that."
"Sartin. Can't blame a feller for pleadin' for
Jais life."
·
•
"I suppose you and the mayor will be bad
friends now, since you went against him."
"Oh no. That's all right. About the same
thing happened last night when this peddler man
came here. Jack Hill was for drivin' him away,
an' if I hadn't tipped the peddler off that if he
otfered to pay t en dollars for a permit he would
Jet him do business here, most likely he would
ltave had to camp outside the town limits."
"I was quite willing to pay the ten dollars,"
Professor McGinnis spoke up smilingly. "And
after I did so I found the mayor to be an all
right fellow. He sui·prised µie a lot the way he
acted a little while ago, though."
"He surprised everybody what don't know him.
But in a few minutes from now he'll be willin' to
llhake hands with Young Wild West an' git down
his knees to him, if it comes to the point. I
bow what I'm talkin' about. There ain't a man
lere as knows the nature of Jack Hill any better
tlaan I do."

m
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"\Vild," Cheyenne Charlie spoke up, "let's go
over to that hotel right away an' see what the
sneakin' coyote does."
"Wait a few minutes, and then come over," advised Roxy. "I'll go first an' make up with him.
I won't say a w_ord about you comin' over, but
I'll pump him a little an' do some talkin', an' if I
find out that he's 1·eady to make up with you, I'll
jest step outside an' wave my hand. Then you kin
come over."
•
There was something so amusing about it all
that Wild decided to do as the man suggested.
.
"Go ahead, Roxy," he said. "If you come out
and give your signal to come over, we ce1-tainly
will do it."
Then Roxy tok off his hat and made a bow and
hurried from the spot.

CHAPTER V.-Hop Wah Gets the Best of the
Mayor.
"Wild," said Cheyenne Charlie, grinning broadly as the red-shirted miner left the camp, "I
sorter reckon we're goin' to have a little fun here,
afUt. all. Did you ever se a bigger fool of a man
than this measly coyote what calls himself the
mayor?"
·
"He surely is quite a character1 Charlie," the
young deadshot answered. "But · rrom what I've
seen of him, I hardly think there's anything really
vicious about him. For that matter, all the men
here appear to be pretty decent sort of fellows:
The mayor has got an awful big opinion of himself, and he seems afraid that somebody will come
along and steal some of his thunder. But it's all
right. We won't do anything to injure him in
the least, unless he keeps on trying to bother us.
Then of course he'll have to be tamed. I just told
Roxy that we would attend to that part of it if it
became necessary."
Hop Wah, the clever Chinee, had been watching
his chance to slip away from the camp unobserved ever since he had finished the job of helpin_e: his brother to erect the two tents. While
Wild and Charlie were talking and Jim and the
girls were listening, Hop slipped behind one of
the tents, and then soon got among the trees that
were in a group close at hand. Having gone
that far, it was easy for him to get down a little
hill at the other side, and then he made a de 1ur
which would bring him to the shanty hotel. The
Chinaman kept looking back, but when he found
he was not observed he turned straight for the
place he was heading for, and soon stood at the
back door. It happened at that moment that a
woman servant came out, a big pan half full of
soapy water in her hands.
"Velly nicee morning, so be," Hop said, bowing
low to her and smiling as only a clever Chinee
can.
"Who are you talli:in' to, heathen?" the woman
demanded, evidently angry at being addressed by
a common Chinaman.
•
·
"Me say velly nicee morning, so be," and then
Hog bowed again.
'Go on with your foolin'," and so saying, the
woman threw the contents of the big pan at Hop.
But he saw the soapy water coming, and easil:,
got out of the way.
·
":Me velly solly you no ·likee me, beautiful Mel-
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ican lady,'' Hop remarked, not at all affected by
the attemp . she had made to douse him.
"Stop th , owin' your bouquets at me, heathen,"
she answered, her face still softe,r . while the vestige of a pleasant smile shone upon her fac-e.
"Yc,.1 don't mean a word of what you're sayin'.
The idea of callin' me a beautiful American lady,
when I know I've got as many as fourteen pimples on my face, an' my nose isn't exa~ly
straight."
"Me likee kissee you, so be."
"Stop, heathen! No livin' man has ever ki;;sed
me yet, an' afore I'd let a common yellow heathen
do it I'd jump down the well. Ta-ta! Go on
about your business."
Then she hurried back into the house, leaving
Hop standing there grinning broadly and wondering how he could arrange to play a practical joke
on her. But he was a stranger there, and he
knew it would not be wise for him to go into the
kitchen. Really he had come to the shanty hotel
for the purpo,;e of getting a drink of whi.sky, so
with a safo,fied nod he turned to the door he ha-d
been about to enter when the woman servant appeared from the kitchen, and boldly went inside.
The door opened into a good-sized room that wa,;
in the rear of the bar. A number of chairs nd
tables were there. and four men were sitting near
a window playing cards.
"Velly nicee morning, i-:o be," Hop .aid blandly.
"Huh!" one of them exclaimed. ""Who wants
you to t ell u,; anything like that? :,1in<l your business, heathen. Yaller Gulch ain't no place for a
sassy Chinee. It was only about two weeks ago
that one died mighty sudden like 'cause he fell in
love with a man's watch-chain an' got his fingers
twisted in it somehow an' took it with him. They .
planted him on the side of the hill over there, an'
his gTave is number thirty-seven."
"Me no likee bad Chinee," Hop declared solemnly. "Me goodee Chinee. Me go to · Sundayschool in 'Flisco. l\'.Ie no tellee lie. Maybe you
wan tee smokee."
Then he quickly tossed a cigar towm·d the table,
and one of the men deftly caught it. Without
waiting to hear anything more from them, he
hurriedly slipped into the adjoining room, where
there was a small bar in one corner. The dozen
or more men in the room were congregated near
the bar. Hop recognized the mayor as one of
them, and also Roxy, the miner, who had just left
the camp.
"Hello, heathen!" the latter called out pleasantly. "Thought you would come ove1· to get a
drink, I s'pose."
"Lat light, Misler Loxy," Hop answered, for he
readily remembered the man's name. "Me velly
smartee Chinee. Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly muchee smartee, and me allee samee
likee my uncle. Me likee tanglefoot, too. Gottee
lillee pain lat makes me feelee allee samee sickee.
Me gittee dlink of tanglefoot, Jen me be allee
light. Hip hi, hoolay!"
"I'll wait on you~ heathen," the man behind the
little bar said grinningly. "I reckon you1· money
is as good as anybody's."
"Me gottee plenty money, so be," Hop declared
innocently, and then he .exposed to view a big roll
of bills.
·
"Where did you git so much money, heathen?"
Roxy asked, stepping up close to him and acting

very ·much as if he doubted the money to be genuine.
t
"Me tellee you velly muchee quickee, ~o bc•;''
Hop answered. "But first me havee lillee dl i nl<
of tanglefoot."
,.
"Here you are, my heathen friend," tlw l, · : tender said, as he quickly placed the black bottle
and a glass upon the ba1·.
Hop quickly helped himself, and tossed a Silv~r -..
dollar to the bartender.
-~
"Keepee um changee," he said pleasantly. "Me
allee samee velly muchee lich."
Having swallowed his drink, he placed the coil1s
back into the bag and then slipped it in one of
the pockets the inside of his loose-fitting c-oat cor1tained.
"Now Jen," he said, nodding to Roxy and looking very wise, ''me tellee you velly muchee quickee ..
how me gittee lich. In China me velly muchee
gleat magician. Makee Yelly stlange -tlicks. Utn
empelor sandee fo1· me, and wantee me showee hini
whattee me do. He tellee me he givee me allee
samee million dollee if me do somethling he never
see before. Me showee him velly muchee quickee.
Me takee packee canlR l kee liR," and he quickl v·
drew forth a pack of playing cards and laid· it
upon the bar, "and !en me tellee him me cuttee .
um ten of diamonds. He itay no, but me say yes .
.Len he shuffle um cards and me cuttee him ten !7f
diamonds. Me shuffle um cards some more and
me cuttee um ten of diamonds some more. Me
velly smartee Chinee. Um empelo1· wantee ni.e
showee him, so me showee, and he allee samee .,
givee me a million dollee. Me spendee allee -um
million dollee but whattee me gottee now. Me
allee samee .M elican sport."
The men grinned as they listened to him, for
though many of them were of the decidedly ignorant type, not 011e believed that he was telling.
the truth. Just then a loud report sounded fro1n .
the rear room, followed by the crashing of chain:
as they fell over.
.
"Hip hi! Whattee mattee ?" Hop cried, jump~
ing toward the centre of the room and affecting
great fright.
"Hey, ther1d" a voice shouted, and then the ma.n
who had got hold of the cigar Hop tossed toward
the table came running out, the smoke flying
from his whiskers.'
"Whattee mattee?" Hop a sked innocently, at
the same time faking a step so he got partly behind Roxy. ·
"That cigar you give me went off like a real
cannon, heathen," and the man showed that he
was quite angry.
.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Roxy. "I'll bet I know
what's the matter. The cigar had powder in it."
"Lat light, :;\llisler Loxy," Hop whispered. "You
velly smartee Meli can man. You knowee allee
'boutee."
"Let him alone, Jake," the mayor called out, as
he saw the man acting .as if he intended to do the
Chinaman harm for the trick that had been
played upon him. ' 1If you was fool enough to
light a cigar he chucked over to yer, an' it hl!d
powder in it, why, it's all right."
·_. He soon calmed down and smiled in a sicklfy
wav and then went back into the rear roorth
Meanwhile the mayor had picked up the })Ack of
cards Hop had laid upon the bar. It seemed to be
a brand-new pack, and satisfied that the carda
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were just the same a.s any others, Hill began
·
shuffling: them.
•:How about that h~dred dollars I wanted to
bet-you, heathen?" he said, after the laughter had
ceased and the men had turned their attention
again to the clever Chinee.
''Alee light. Me tellee you me allee samee gleat
magician, so if you losee you money you no gittee
mad."
'l' "Oh, if I git mad it don't last more than five
minutes, does it, boys ?" and the · mayor looked
arnund ·i,~mewhat proudly.
"That's right, Jack/' one of them answered.
"You was as mad as a wet hen a little while ag:o,
'cause Young WilciWest took the starch out of
you. But jest now I heard you say you didn't
bear him no ill will, an' was glad that he had
come here."
"That's the kind of a man I am, heathen," the
mayor said, nodding his head, and looking more
proud than ~ver.
"-Allee light. Me bettee um bundled dollee me
cuttee um ten of diamonds um first timee."
• "Go ahead, then. There you are," and Hill laid
the cards· on the bar.
Hop reached over and made the cut, turning up
the ten of diamonds.
"Me win!" he exclaimed.
''Oh, no, you don't, heathen," was the quick reply, "I said I'd \)et you a hundred dollars that
~n: couldn't do it twice in succession. Now then,
~ me shuffle the cards ag'in. ~
"Allee light."
Hill picked up the cards and gave them not
only a good shuffle, but ripped them two or three
times as well. Then he laid the pack on the bar,
and keepinj!; his eyes ·upon it, reached in his
pocket and drew out a bag of money. With one
hand he quickly counted out a hundred dollars,
and heaped it before the Chinaman. Hop smiled
blandly, and quickly covered the money. Then the
mavor released his hand from the cards, ·and Hop
reached over and made a deep cut. Up turned
th11 ten of diamonds again.
"Thunder!" exclaimed Roxy, showing genuine
amazement. "The heathen wins, sure enough."
"You're a mighty smart heathen," Hill said,
shaking his head, "but I reckon I'll go fo1· you
once more."
Then he picked up the cards and cleverly
.,,_~ipped the ten of <liamonds· Hop had cut from, the
ack, dropping it on -the floor and placing his foot
upon it. A number of those present saw what he
did, but Hop appa1·ently did not. Without taking
the trouble to look at any of the other cards, the
mayor gave them a good shuffle and then ·put
Chinaman.
ihem on the bar before t
"Now then, heathen," e sa,id, "you just won a
hundred dollars off me because you was able to
cut the ten of diamonds twice· in successcion. But
how about doin' it a third time?"
"Me do lat velly much easy, so be."
Then the clever Chinee cut the cards and
showed the ten of diamonds again. Jack Hill, the
mayor, let his jaw drop, while his eyes fairly
bulged from their• sockets.
"Great snakes!" he cried. "How is this? There
,;iust be two tens of diamonds in that paek, 'caui::e
I've got my foot on one of 'em."
!'Lat allee light, mv Melican fliend," Hop an:
ISWeJ·ed, smilin.11: blandly, at the .same time l'akin~
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in the money. "Maybe you findee alle cards ten
'
of diamonds. Me velly smartee Chinee."
He carefesslv turned over the cards and let
them spread upon the bar, and, sure enough,
every one was alike. But this was an old trick of
Hop's, though it must be admitted that it was
always a good one when it was practiced upon
those " ·ho had never seen it before. Instead of
getting angry at the way he had been deceived,
the mayor shook his head sorrowfully and, tak~
ing the card from the flor, he tossed it upon the
bar, saying:
"All right, heathen. You haYe got three hundred dollal's the best of me, an' you're welcome to
it. I thought I. was <loin' a mighty smart thing
when I slipped that card from the deck. · I
thought I had you, but I didn't. I reckon you're
something like your young boiis." •
"An' his young boss is the best boy tliat ever
carried a gun!" Roxy exclaimed, as he· started for
the door to give Wild the signal to come over to
the shanty hotel.
CHAPTER VI.-Hop Gives the Professor a
Fright.
Young ·Wild West was on the watch, and when
he saw Roxy come around the corne1· of the
shanty and wave his hat, !'le p1·omptly nodded to
his companions and said:
"Now ·then, boys, I reckon we'll take a walk
over there and see how the mayor is getting along.
If he has really got into a good humor and acts
in a satisfactory }Vay, it will .certainly be aston·
ishing."
The three nodded, and the11 set out for the hotel. When they el\tered they found everyone
laughing; even to the mayor, for Hop had just
started in to show them some mystifying tricks
with a fresh deck of cards that had been loaned
him by the p.roprietor of the place.
"Here you are, Young ·wild West!" Roxy called
out. "I reckon the mayor wants to shake hands
with you."
"I'm quite willing to shake with him, if that's
the case," the boy answered, looking sliarply at
Hill.
"It sartinly is the case, my boy," came the quick
reply. "I'm a peculiar sort of jigger, I am. I
don't mind tellin' you that I was afraid you had
come here jest to r un things. My bein' the mayor
without opposition an' holdin' the jobs of sheriff,
judge, jury, an' everything else, it wouldn't be
nice to have somebody step in an' boss me."
"Of course, it wouldn't, Mr. HiH," and the boy
laughed lightly. "But don't think for a moment;"
he said, becoming serious, "that I had any intentions of interfering with you in your rulings.
You must remember that you started it."
"I know I did. I always start it, 'cause I 'm
always suspicious of every stranger what comes
here. It .was the same last night when that peddler arrived." •
"Where um peddler?" ·Hop asked, looking
around, for he had forgotten all about Professor
Dan McGinnis. ,
"He's in his room," the boss of the place answered quickly. "Wanted to take a bath, he said.
,ve let him have an old washtub, an' my man
carried seven pails of water to him. Funniest
thing I ever heard tell of. Gittin' in a washtub
·
· to wash himself."
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"That must be the way they do it in~the East,"
Roxy observed, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"He mys he was born in that part of the country."
Hop grinned broadly, and after r emaining silent for a moment, he slipped around close to
Cheyenn e' Charlie and whispered:
"Mi!iler Charlie, vou wantee lillee fun ?"
"I sartinly do, Hop. I kin see there ain't goin'
to be n o ruction here right awa y. That blame fool
of a mayor has changed his mind completely.
What kin you do to make a little fun, blow up
somebody, or somethin' like that?"
"No, Mi sler Char lie, me do lat lillee while ago.
Me givee um man bigee cigar with powder in.
Maybe you hear it go bang!"
"Ye:=;, we heard it all right, an' we thought you
was rcspons ibl~ for it, 'cau:=;e we had found that
you had sneaked away from th e camp. But what
·
are you goin' to do to m a ke some fun?"
"Um boss allee samee say um JJlofessor takee
wa!lhce-wa1:;hee in um tub."
"Yes, that's so."
"Allee light. We go findee um _plofessor. Maybe we havce lillee fun."
"Great gimlets! That's a mighty fine idea,
Hop. Come on. W e'll sneak out while Wild and
Jim is talkin' to this gang here. Tnat fool of a
mayo1· is sartiniv lcttin' himself go in great style
now. You w ould never think he could git mad or
act the way he done this mornin', would you?"
"Um mayor allee samee velly nicee Melican
man, Misler Charlie. He givee me thlee hundled dollee."
"Give it t o you, eh? You me! n you won it
from him by bettin'."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie. Me velly s martee
Chinee."
The scout grinned, and then watching his
chance he walked out of the front door. Hop followed him, for just then the mayor was relating
how it was he became so popular in the mining
camp and was unanimously elected to all the high
offi.ce,s that could be enwnerated. The hotel not
being an· extraordinary large bu i Id i _n g, Hop
felt sure that it would not take him long to locate
the room that was occupied by Professor Dan
McGinnis. He led the way around to the side
that was opposite to the bar-room. There were
a couple of windows there, and both were open.
The clever Chinee stepped up to one of them anti
peered thTough, the scou~ follow Ing closely. The
room , which was what might have been called the
hotel parlor, was empty as far a s a human being
was concerned. Hop gave a nod of satisfaction,
and quickly climbed to the window. After him
went the scout, for Charlie, though he had a great
love for practical joking, never could think of
what to do, and Hop could. They both stepped
softly across the rom, and tried the first door
thel came to. It happened to open in a little
hal, showing a narrow flight of stairs which led
to the upper part of the building, for it happened
that the hotel was the only shanty in the mining
camp that possessed two stories. Up the stairs
the Chinaman led the way, and before they
reached the top they could hear a splashing sound.
"Um plofesso1· allee samee washee-washee, Misle1· Charlie," Hop whispered, and then he pointed
to the left.
"I recko11 you '1·e right," tht scout answered,

grinning broadly. "v e'll sorter give him a- surprise, won't we?"
"You bettee. Misler Cha. lie. You leavee lat to
me."
Up they went, and, turning to the left, paused
before the door of the room they w ere sure the
professor was occupying. They could hear the
s plashing plainer than ever now. Hop dropped
upon his knee and placed his e ye to the keyhole,
but he eould not see through, for the key w ~
thrust in from the other s ide. Charlie s tood
waiting to see what the clever Chinee would do.
:
Presently Hop thought of a plan.
."Me fixee," he whisper ed, and then h e took
from his pocket a package that contained ~ome
kind of explosive powder.
There was a wide crack under the door, ,;o
without delay the clever Chinee began pushing a
quantity of the powder under it. He k ept on un t il
he must have slipped a s much. as two ounces of it
into the room. Just then th e splashing of th <,
water ceased, and they could hea r the occupan t
of the room walking about. Hop produced a
match and was just about to light it, when the
scout seized his arm.
"Wait a minute," he whisp ered. "Give the
fooli sh galoot a chance to git some of his clothes
on."
For about five minutes they waited. and then
Hop struck the match. The scout st e pped back
to the stairway and waited. The Chinaman let
the match g et into a full blaze, and then h
reached over and dropped it gently on the edge o _,,
the powder. There was a sharp flash, and tben
a muffled report sounded. A cloud of .·moke arose
even on the outside, but Hop knew ver y w ell that
nearly the whole benefit of the d ischarge went
into the room. Yells of fear instantly sound.eel,
and then the two hurriedly went downs ta irs, and
reaching the empty room, vaulted out of the window and ran around to the bar-room. Though
the report had not been a very loud on e, it had
been heard ther e , and everyone was loo kiTig abb.'ut
in surprise. ·when Charlie a nd the Chinaman
tered, Wild was standing close to the door.
"Ah!" he exclaimed to them. "Been up : to
something, I r eckon."
"Bet your life we -have. Wild. Been havin'
some fun with that fool of a p rof essor. Wait a
minute, an' most likely you 'll see him."
The words were scarcely out of the scout's
mouth when a door a t th e oth er side of th e 1·oom-~ ,
flew open and in bounded Prof essor D a n McGinnis. H e was not fully dressed, fo r he had failed
to g·et hi:s shoes and stocking·s on before th e explosion occurred.
"Murder!" h e shouted, r unning t o th e a stondy tried t o blow the
ished prop r ietor. ·"So
house UJJ. Everyth ing is wrecked in my r oom."
"Wh a t are you t ryin' to tell me?" th e boss answe1ed shar ply. "You have been rl oin ' ~omethin'
yourself. Monkeyin' with powder, a n' touched it
off. I s'pose. Sounded j est a s if powder exploded."
"Honest, I didn't have anything to do with it.
Go up and see , please. I want the rest of I y
clothes. I don't know how I managed to get put
of the room, for there was so rhuch smoke there
that it was only bv luck that I found the door.
Then I fell almost all the way downstairs." ·
He certainly looked as if he had come down ill
a hurry, and when Cheyenne Charlie bu rst into
a roar of laughter, the feeling of surprise quickly
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left the rest and they joined in. The boss of the
hotel showed surprise at this, but quickly called
fo-1; volunteers to go with him to the pl'ofessor's
room.
·'Come on, Young Wild West," Jack Hill, the
rmiyor, called out. "I reckon you ain't afraid to
fit, up there."
"What is there to be afraid of?" the young
deadshot ans-wered, in his col and easy way.
"\Veil, I don't know. If somebody tried to blow
up the house it's a putty bad business."
There was a scramble to get upstairs, the
owner of the hotel lea<lin.11,· the way. There was
plenty of smoke there yet, though the mo t of it
had escaped by this time. When they got into
the professor's room there was nothing there to
show that anything out of the ordinary had taken
place, save that the floor seemed to be burned considerably near the door. The articles of clothing
the professor had failed to get on before the powder was set off by the clever Chinee lay just as he
had left them before taking his bath in the washtub: But certainly nothing had been damaged.
''Huh!., exclaimed the boss, looking about di:<gu~t edl:f. "Jest as I thought. He was foolin'
with powder an 'it went off. Here's where it
burned the floo r. I oughter charge him for that.
ucky there wasn't no carpet right here, or the
.house might have got afire."
"I didn't do it, honest, I didn't," the professor
cried excitedly, as he mad_e his way into the room.
Then when he looked around and found everything about a s he had seen jt before the explosion
occuned, he s hook his head sadly and said:
''-Why, I thought everything had been )>!own to
pieces."
"}fow did you do it, anyhow?" the mayor asked,
taking the man by the arm.
"J didn't Jo it, I tell you."
'rhen he protested so earnestly hat they began
to think that someone had either played a j-oke
upon him oi;. else they had really intended to destroy the house. Afte1· a whife they all went
downstairs save the professor, v.•ho remained long
enough to finish dressing.
"Well, Charlie," Young Wild West said, when
~\hey had returned to the bar-room, "I reckon you
- 1ad quite a little fun, didn't you?"
"A whole lot, \\:ild," was the reply. "You can't
beat /Hop when it comes to blowin' up things. If
it hadn't been for me he would have set the
blamed powder off afore the professo1· had any
clothes on. Then there would have been fun. He
would have jest stayed up therl! an' hollered for
help till the smoke got out. That's one reason
why I made. him wait, 'cause I wanted to see him
come downstairs . :t didn't know whether he would
come by the regular way, or jump out of the win_d ow. :ijut he come down the stairs all right. Says
he fell down most of the way."
Then the scout broke into a hearty laugh again,
while _H op nodded -his head and looked as solemn
a s qll owl. While Charlie and Hop had been out
,t. the bar-room, Wild and Jim held quite a conve.rsation with the mayor and the rest of those
pre¥nt. Jack Hill showed every inclination of
beil}g sony fo:r the way he had freated them, and
Young Wild West made up his mind that they
could scarcely look for any further trouble from
him. This made it appear -as if th ey were going
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to have a rather tame time of it during their stay

at Yell ow Gulch.
"Boys," the young deadshot said, as th ey went
outside and stood looking toward the slope where
a number of miners were at work, "I reckon we'll
leave here the first thing in the morning. I can't
see that there's going to be anything here for us.
I never struck a better lot of men in a mining
camp before."
"Maybe we ain't seen 'em all yet, Wild," the
scout suggested, with a shrug of the shoulders.
"That' true enough. Here comes Roxy. We'll
ask him about it."
"I told you h e was all right, an' that he would
chang~ his tune in a hurry, didn't I?" Roxy said,
as he came up and nodded to them smilingly.
"Yes, you were right," \Vild answered. "But
see here, is it posible that all the inhabitants of
the camJ:) are like the ones we have become af·
quainted with?"
But what do you
"Putty .much. I reckon.
mean?"
"There are no bad ones here, eh?"
"Oh, yes. There's quite a fe"t\· what call themselves mighty bad, an' maybe some of 'em are
to?· There's lo~s. of stealin' done here, Young
Wild _\,Vest, ~ut 1t s done on the sly, an ' it's only
once m a while a thief gits ketched."
"Been any of it done lately?"
"Y cs, the night afo1·e last a fell er got cleaned
out of a neat little pile of gold dust he had hid
under his shanty floor. The mayor an' a lot of
us has been tryin' hard to find out the thief ever
since. There wasn't no strangers here at the
time, so it makes it look as if it was done by
somebody what belongs here."
"1'.h!lt being the case, you ought to haYe so me
:.
susp1c10ns."
. "S'pcion , eh? Well," ·and the miner shrugged
lus shoulders, "what's the 11se of sayin' anyt hing
when you don't know for sartin? There's Slick
Pete, the gambler. He do.i't bear a very o·ood
name amon11: the boys. But there ain 't no on~ as
ki~ face him .11n' sav they believe he stole anythmg."
"Slick Pete, eh? \Ve haven't seen him yet, have
·
we?"
"No. He don't generally show up till about
noon. Sets up all night playin' poker with anyone
he kin git to play with him, an' then sleeps till
noon. He'll be around by dinne1time ."
Wild laughed lightly.
"A queer sort of place, this, Roxy," he remarked.
"Do you think so? Why, ,ve think it's 011e of
the best camps in all Colorado."
"I hope it is. We'll have a look at Slick Pete
this afternoon."
Then the boy looked at his watch and found
that it was not yet ten o'clock.
"Boys," he said, nodding to Charlie and Jim "I
reckon we'll. go back to the camp. Maybe 'the
girls would hke to take a walk up the side of the
mountain and do a little shooting. It trikes me
th at ·we ought to find a fe\v birds up that way if
'
nothia.R' larger."
'·T~ey'll be willi_n' to go an' shoot qail :.in'
r.artndges, you !on bet," the scout retorted.
Co~e on. I reckon I've _had enoug-~ fun to last
me till after dinner, anvhow."
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CHAPTER VIL-Arietta Shoots a Bea1·.

•

...

Wird and his partners walked over to the camp,
leaving Hop at the shanty hotel. The majority
of the miners left at· the same time, for they had
delayed in going to their work, no doubt because
they were more than interested in what was going on there.
"Et," the young deadshot said, nodding ~o his
golden-haired sweetheart, "how ~ould you hk~ to
climb up the side of the mountam and . do a httle
shooting? There ought to be plenty of birds up
that way, and possibly we might run across a bear
or a young buck."·
"That would just suit me, Wild," the girl answered, her eyes brightening. ·~We have mended
everything that needed it, and just as we saw
you coming we were won'dering what we y.ere going to do the rest .,f the day. But what has bee_n
going on over at the hotel? Not long ago 1t
looked to us as if it had suddenly taken fire."
"Oh, Hop wa§ responsible for the smoke you
saw."
"We imagined that. What did he do?"
"What did he do!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed,
and then he broke into a hearty laugh. "The funniest thing you ever seen, gals. It was that fool
of a professor what's in the peddlin' business."
Then he related the whole incident in detail,
and the girls could not help laughing.
"\Ve'll all go an' do a .little huntin', I reckon,"
Charlie said, after he had concluded his story.
"Hop is over at the whisky mill an' I reckon he's
safe enough there. Thern ain't no danger of anyone comin' an' setalin' Wing, though they do say
there's thieves workin' on the sly in the minin'
camp. I'll jest tell him to jceep awake, an' if he
can't take care of things tere an' himself, too,
why, he' ll have to take his medicine, that's all."
Anna and Eloise were really glad of the opportunity of climbing the mountainside, even though
they knew it would be somewhat laborious. But
they had been so long in that part of the country,
and had experienced all sorts of thi.ngs, that they
could stand a great deal more walking and climbing than the average woman or girl would be
capable of. It did not take them more than ten
minutes to get ready for the short hunting trip.
Anna and Eloise each carried a double-barreled
shotgun, while Wild and his -partners and Arietta
took their rifles with them .. Arietta was certainly
a crack shot, and whenever she could see a bird
sitting she invariably shot the head from it. Even
when they arose she very often got them with a
rifle bullet. Young Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart scorned the idea of hunting even for
birds with shotguns. They were so well trained
in the use of a rifle that if they failed to get what
they shot at, even though on the wing, they were
satisfied. The spot the young deadshot had selected to do the hunting lay about a mile distant
from the slope upon which the miners were working their·claims.
For many miles a broken country, well covered
with trees and other vegetation, could be ::;een.
Appearances indicated that it . was a fine locality
to hunt almost anything in the way of game that
was at all common to the Rocky Mountains. True,
they might not possibly find a gi.-izzly if they
searched about for a week, but other bears ought
to be plentiful, and certainly mountain goats and

.

deer should be there. But as the young deaSbot
had said, they would be satisfied if they cQuld
get a few birds, for what was better than a broilP,I
quail or partridge for a change in the regular
bill-of-fare. The party -of six walked leisurely
until they came to the foot . of the steep side -of
the mountain. Then with Wild and Arietta' j;
the lead, they proceeded upward, being forced tu
do considerable climbing. At length they 1·eache'1
a comparatively level spot about a hundred feet
from the foot of the ascent, and then they were
· not long in getting to a gradual slope, which was
thickly wooded. Half way through this they came
to an open spot, where tall grasses and berry
bushes of the wild sort grew in abundance.
"Now then, spread out a little," Wild advised,
as he nodded to his companions. "Let Anna and
Eloise go ahead, for I am confident that before
· we cross this patch there will be some birds to
show themselves."
Eag!!r to get a cance, Eloise and--' the scout's
wife walked back to a distance of about a hundred yards, and then carefully began moving
across the open patch. They were not half way
across before a flock of quail numbering more
than a dozen arose directly in front of Anna.
Bang, bang! She fired two shots in quick succession, and had the satisfacdon of bringing down
a brace of the birds. Three of them parted f,:o .
the rest of the flock and flew almost directly to!
ward Eloise, and taking advantage of the opportunity, she fired twice and brought down two
more .
"Very good, girls!" Arietta shouted, a s :::he
waved her rifle to them.
Then she started to go across the open spot
about half way between the two girls. She -got
nearly to the other side when a buzzing sound
came to her ears, causing her to come to a quick
stop. She knew right away that she was nliar
a swarm of b s. and not wishing to be stl'lng
by them, she was not inclined to proceed at1y f\irther in that particular direction.
,
"What's the matter; little girl?" •Wild called
out, as he saw her standing there undecided.
"Bees, Wild," she answered. "By the noise
they are making something had disturbed them,
too. Maybe it's a bear."
,
"That's about the size of it, Et. Wait a min....,
ute."
Then the young deadsh-Ot hurriedly ran to her
while Charlie and Jim ha.,tened to help Anna and
Eloise find the quail they had shot. As soon as he
reached the s ide of his sweetheart Young Wi-!
West gave a nod of satisfaction.
"Bees, sure enough, Et. But we are not close
enough to them to be stung. If I judge rightly
there is a hive in that dead tr~ about a hundred
feet to the right."
"That's where the noise comes from, anyhow,
Wild."
"All right. Now come on. We'll move aro1;1nd
to the other side of it. Don't make anv mor~
noise than you can help, for while we arc ,'not
able to frighten the bees, if a bear is the1·e, he
might become scared and leave in a hurry." 0
,.._
The boy and girl went on around, scarcely inaking any sound as they picked their way thr0ugh
the underbrush. They were soo1 clea1· of .the
opening, and then th ey were forced to climb a, few
feet to a rocky ledge. Passing along this, they
were not long in getting to within a few yards
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of the dead tree. Of course the nearer they came from it. Of course h~ was particular not to swalto 'it the louder the buzzing sound could be heard. low any of it. Arietta thanked -him, declaring_ that
T))ey could even see a number of wild bees whirl- · there was no pain whatever to it, though she adi!\g about in the air now, and that made it almost mitted that it had given her quite a shock when
a .,certainty that their hive was located within the the bee struck her. As the t\"o turned to leave
· tree, which must be a hollow one. Wild went a the spot they heard more shooting below them.
"The girl s arc using their guns all right," Wild
little closer, and when he saw there was a good-~ized hole at the bottom of the tree he crouched observed. "I reckon we'll have birds for supper."
close to a rock and beckoned for his sweetheart
When they got a little further on they could
to join him. Just then a scratching sound came see Charlie and Jim standing close to the edge of
. fr.o m the tree.
· the natural clearing, while Anna and Eloise were
"I" knew it,"· he whispered, as Arietta came up still hunting for the quail.
· :and dropped upon her knees beside him. "There's
"Shoot anything,_Wild?" the scout called out, as
something inside that tree besides bees, Et. Now he waved his hand to them.
"Only a half-grown bear, Charlie," the boy anjust watch."
More sounds were heard. and both were as- swered.
.
/iu red that there was something ahve within the
"What! You don't mean it."
· 'tree. A scraping sound louder than they had
"Yes, I do. · We left it lying where it fell.
heard before suddenly came to their ears, and Arietta shot it, you know. If you feel like having
then something fe.11 from t~e inside and rolled some bear-meat you had better come up and take
from the hole. It was only a chunk of rotten care of it."
wood, but they looked for something quite dif"Great· gimlets!" and then Charlie came toward
ferent to follow. It was not long that they had them on a run.
to \\'ait before something did follow. It was nothWhen he came to the spot whe1·e they had stop. in~ more or less than a half-grown bear. It came ped he eagerly asked where the bear was: But
out, hind-foremost, too, and was growling sav- when Wild told him he stopped .·hort in his
a~ely, ·showing that the bees must have been tor- tracks; for the first time he heard the buzzing of
the bees.
menting it.
'. "Go ahead, little girl," the young deadshot ' · "Wild honey," he said.
wn~spered, "put a bullet right behind his left
"That's right, Charlie. The bear was in a holforeshoulder. Charlie will "be tickled almost to low tree, and just as it came out Arietta put a
death to get a chunk of meat from that fe1low. bullet through its heart."
He apears to be pretty fat, and is hardly half"Oh! I reckon I understand, then. Wanted me
to go an' git the carcass, eh?"
grown."
Arietta nodded. and then her rifle went to her
"If you are in a hurry for the bear-meat you
shoulder. The distance being short, she could had better get it."
·
-'hardly miss, but she wanted to be careful t-o m~ke . "I .ain't in no hurry," and · Charlie laughed
·a ·clean job of it at the first .shot, so taking aim, heartily at what he no _d oubt thought a very good
pulled the trigger, just as the bear pulled its joke.
heµ.d from the hole. Crang ! As the report rang ·
But he did venture close en·o ugh to see that they
o'f;t the animal gave a leap sideways, and then fell had not been joking with him.
upon the g-round, kicking in the throes of death.
"I'll attend to that feller in about an hour from
''A good shot, Et!" the young deadshot exclaim- now," he declared. "I won't go very far away,
ed, nodding to his companion ad~iringly.
either, 'cause some one might come along an' git
"Anyone could have done that," was the reply. ahead of me."
"Now then, I shot the bear, let's see you get it."
"Oh, you'll be able to get the bear in less than
There was a twinkle in the girl's eyes as she an hour,_Charlie. I reckon in about fifteen minutes
· ·said this, for she knew very well that it would be the bees will become quiet enough for us to Yen_.._--;: a risky thing for anyone to venture close enough ture close enough to do it. Suppose we go up
....:: to the tree to drag the bear away from it. The there on that ledge and sit down for a while?
bees were swarming about worse than ever now, Anna and Eloise will get all the quail we want
. showing that the report of the r ifle must haYe an- with their shotguns, and Jim can st ay down there
· and look after them."
gered them still further.
.
"That's all right, little girl. You are not going
"Right you are, Wild," and the scout promptly
to get me stung by those bees," ,vnd answered, turned and began ascending to the spot the young
laughingly. "We'll just wajt until they become deadshot had indicated.
quiet before we get the bear. I reckon it won't do
The three were not long in getting there, and
it any harm to lie there for an hour or two."
then finding they had an excellent view of the
"Of course not. I was only joking. I wouldn't valley below and the miners at work, they sat
have you ~et your face all swollen from the stings down to wait ,until th!! bees became quiet . . Half a
of those httle things for anything. I--"
dozen more shots were heard from below, and
Sh:e gave a sharp cry, not finishing what she they knew that it was the girls still shooting, fot
was going to say, for a tthat moment a bee bit her they could tell the difference between the report
left w1·ist, getting in its work to perfection.
of a shot gun and a rifle." Then when just about
"There you are!" said Wild, and seizing her by half an hour had expired Cheyenne · Charlie dethe arm, he quickly pulled her away from the clared that. it was time they went to get the dead
spot. "Now then, let's see if I can't fix that for bear.
you:"
"All right," Wild answered. "You go straight
Without any hesitation he placed his mouth to down to · that little ledge below, and then walk to
the spot where the bee had landed its sting and the left and you'll see the dead tree. · The bear
aucked upon it vigorously. He did not stop until lies right at the foot of it, but looo out for the
he was sure that all the poison had been taken bees."
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Charlie nodded and promptly set out. Wild and view of it. "I'll bet it took more than one to git
Arietta could see him as he· moved in the proper the bear here, too."
"Possibly," the young deadshot answered, with
direction, but when he was pretty close to the spot
a nod. "But you must remember that, it was nearhe entered some bushes and was lost to view.
!!l
They sat there waiting for him to appear drag- ly all down hill."
"Hid it here till more help is got, I §.'..l>ose. Whoging the bear, for they knew he would dress it ·
before doing so, and could easily dJ:ag the carcass ever done this must think himself awful smart.
away from the tree. Suddenly . the heard him But you kin bet your life he know he was steal- .
in'/'
shouting excitedly.
"Knew he was stealing I Why, of course he did,
"There ain't no bear here, Wild. There's blood
on the ground an' all that, but the bear must have Charlie," Arietta spoke up, her eyes flashing.
"Quite likely the thief was close by when I shot
come to life ah' got away."
The young deadshot and his sweetheart looked the bear. He no doubt heard the shot and came
at each other in astonishment. Then they lost no up thal way. Then he took the chance of getting
time in scrambling from the high point and made stung by the bees and got away with the bear."
"I believe there was more than one of 'em,
their way toward the dead tree. As they came in
sight of it they saw the scout standing there the .Arietta," and the scout shook his head, showing
picture of amazement. Sure enough, the bear was that 'be was not going to change his mind as to
that.
not there.
"Not trying to play a joke on us, Charlie?"
"It makes no difference if there were a dozen
Wild asked, looking at him sharply.
of them. The bear was taken away, and here it
"No, I ain't, Wild. I come here to g'it the car- is. Now then, Charlie, I reckon you may .as well
case o fthe bear Arietta shot. But it ain't here. I remove the pelt and cut off the two hams. The
kin see blood 'on the ground, though, an'-- thief can have the rest of it."
hand an•
Hello ! Here's fresh footprints, too. Somebody
"A good idea, Wild. Jest lend me
wearin' boots with big nails in the heels has been we'll do it in a jiffy."
hei·e."
The yQung deadshot was more than willing to
There was little or no danger from the bees, so do this, so while Arietta sat' upon a rock watchintt
the young deadshot quickly sped to the . scout's tlllem, the two proceeded to remove the shaggy '"'
side. Then he saw the footprints referred to. coat and cut off the meat they wanted. In le&H
There was no doubt about it. A man wearing than twenty minutes this was done, and then
heavy boots with ·1arge nails in the heels and thinking it not advisable to go all the way back
soles had been there. That being the case, he must to look for Jim and the two girls, they decided te
have dragged the dead bear away.
go on down straight to the camp. Wild and Char"Get on the trail, Charlie," Young Wild West lie each carried the hind-quarters of the bear,
said, in his cool and easy way. "I xeckon we have while Arietta managed to get along with the skin.
run across one of the thieves Roxy was telling us which had been rolled tightly and tied with a
about."
piece of stout string.
In this way they came to the camp, ·and when
they got there they found Wing lying fl.at upon
CHAPTER VIII.-Slick Pete and Skinner.
his back on a blanket sound asleep. Charlie quickly hung the portion of meat he was carrying to
Wild, Charlie and Arietta 1>romptly started on the limb of a tree, and then taking the pelt from
the trail for there ce1tainly was a plain one. Evi- Arietta, he hurled it straight at the sleeping headences of the bear having been dragged over the then. It was not a gentle blow Wing received, and
ground were as plain as could be. The bushes were of course it awakened hil!l quickly.
broken, forming a regular path. The three hurThen Wing got up and rubbed t}!at portion of
ried on, and soon found that they were heading
that had been hit the hardest by the pelt,
almost straight for the foot of the mountain near his body
after which he began moving around, looking for ";:;,
the mining camp.
He soon saw what the three
Knowing that Jim, Anna and Eloise would be something totodo.
camp, and then he lost no time in
had brought
all right, they kept on, and when the~ were a taking
charge of the meat and getting at work
little more than halfway down to the. level at the
upon the pelt, which he rolled out and quicktJ'
foot of the gulch below they came to a thick clus- sprinkled
with salt,
ter of rocks and the trail ceased to show. Wild
"Let's go over to the whisky-mill, Wild, an' see
and Charlie looked about to find footprints, but
the ground was so hard that they could not see how Hop's makin' out," the scout said, after theJ'
any. While they were doing this Arietta began had been back at the camp probably fifteen
searching about among the rocks. Suddenly she minutes. "It makes no difference if Wing does go
to sleep ag'in. There ain't nothin' likely to hapgave a cry of exultation.
"What is it, Et?" the young deadshot asked, pen here. Jim an' the gals will be back putt,.
soon, anyhow."
~rning quickly to her.
"All right, Charlie, come on. Maybe Slick J'ete
"I have found the bear, but not the-thief, Wild,"
is up by this time."
came the reply.
Wild and Charlie lost no time in running to her,
"If he ain't we kin mighty soon git him around,,
and when they looked between two big rocks I reckon. We'll jest find out where his shanty ia
where she was pointing they s'aw the carcass of an' then Hop will go· over an' wake him."
the slain bear plain enough. Charlie sprang down
Arietta took it for granted that she was to go
and quickly hauled it out, for it did not weigh with them,- though of course she did not intend tu
more than two hundred pounds at the most.
go inside the shanty hotel. As · Wild started tAI
"The insides has been took out, too, Wild," he leave the camp he nodded to her and said:
said, when he got it Ol.\t so they l.'Ould have a good
"Come on, little jtirl; I reckon you can :fiJMI
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something in the store that you will need. You
"Good! I've heard tell of you. Skinner was tellhave got money with you, of course."
in' me something about the trouble you had with
~
"You know I have, Wild." was the reply. "I am the mayor ·this mornin'."
not in the habit of leaving my money in the tent,
"I didn't see you in the crowd," he said, nodespecially when we all go away."
ding to him.
The fact was that not only Arietta, but Anna
"I wasn't in the crowd, 'cause I thought it was
and Eloise as well, had an income from some good none of my business. I was watchin' from my
r- paying mine!4\ they were interested in. This enshanty."
abled them to always have more than they needed
Then as if it was the rule he followed, Slick
while traveling about the country. What was used Pete nodded to the man behind the bar and said:
in the way of supplies and provisions was paid for
"Give us all a good drink. Young Wild West
by Wild and his partners.
has said as much as if he don't take anything
•
But the three girls always bought with their strong. But I reckon he'll change his mind this
own money what they needed thems!!lves. Charlie time, anyhow.''
was quite satisfied to let his wife have an income
"I hardly think I will, Slick Pete," the young
of her own, and it made no difference to him what deadshot said, smilingly. "But I don't object to
she expended for "ribbons,· an' sich like/' 11s he taking something mild with you. I reckon a cigar
called it. When they came to the store a woman will about suit me now. Had quite a little walk
was standing in the doorway. She pleasantly nod- up the mountainside. Looking for game, you
ded when she saw Arietta with Wild and Charlie, know."
and when the girl turned to go in she showed her"Is that so?" and the gambler looked at him
self to be much pleased.
"I got up early this moniin', and me an'
It was the store-keeper's wife, and satisfied that keenly.
Skinner went up to shoot somethin'. Got a· bear.
Arietta would now surely make out all right for a Left it up there among the rocks, because
we got
while, the young deadshot and his partner quickly tired of draggin' it any further."
entered the barroom of the hotel. There were but
Wild shot a glance at Cheyenne Charlie, which
four men there besides the proprietor and the man meant for
him to keep quiet.
who helped him. One of them happened to be
"Pretty lucky, wasn't you?''
Roxy.
"I'm always lucky, no matter what
of a
"Hello, Young Wild West!" he called out. game I'm playin' in," and the gamblerkind
laughed
"Hello Cheyenne Charlie l Mi~hty glad you come · somewhat proudly.
around ag'in this mornin'. I did allow that I'd go
He made no objecti!)nS when .the young deadto work, but when I got over there an' seen things
wasn't jest right, I come bac}.t ag'in. Them few shot took a cigar and promptly paid the bill.
"When are you going after your bear?" Wild
drinks I had this mornin' sorter made me feel
lazy-like, anyhow. There's no use talkin'; a feller asked, when he had lighted his cigar and stood
can't expect to do much work if he's goin' to take leaning upon the bar.
"Jest as soon as we kin git a couple of men to
three or four big drinks of tanglefoot early in
help us. We allowed that we would bring the
the mornin'."
·
"You have got that right, Roxy," ,vild answer- whole carcass to the camp."
"Well, Slick Pete, if you and your man dragged
ed, nodding his head and smiling. "I reckon you
would be a whole lot better off if you never touch- a bear from under a dead tree that had a hive of
bees in it, and left it among the rocks a little
ed anything strong at all."
"Look here, young feller," came from a rather more than half-way down the side of the mountall man who was attired in much better fashion tain, I hardly think you'll find all of the meat
than the general run of the mines, "we don't waRt there now. The skin has been taken, too. I hapto hear any temperance lecture this mornin'. Just pened to come down that way with my partner,
remember that you're in a place where they sell and we found a bear half hidden among the rocks.
whisky, so don't try to run down the man's busi- We thought we had better take the hind-quartets
and the pelt, so we did so, and they are now at
ness."
"All right, I won't then," Wild answered, look- our camp."
The face of the man called Skinner fell, and he
ing at the speaker keenly, for he had not seen
looked in silence at Slick Pete.
him before.
"Ohl" the latter exclaimed, as if he w;s partly
One of the others was a stranger, too, but the
fourth man was one of those who had been in the satisfied. "So it was one of you two fellers who
company of the mayor when he made such a fool shot the bear, then?"
"No, neither of us shot it."
. of himself that morning.
"Then what in thunder did you have any right
"Young Wild West, let me introduce you to
Slick Pete, the gambler," Roxy said, shooting a to take any of the meat or skin it?"
"I'll answer that question, Mr. Skinner, by sayknowing glance at the young deadshot.
"See here, pard !" the man exclaimed, somewhat ing that one of our girls shot the shot. Now then
angrily. "You didn't have to tell the kid that I I reckpn you're satisfied, and· again I'll tell you
was a gambler. I reckon most every one is a that we are much obliged for tbe service you two
gambler around these parts. Jest 'cause I play fellows rendered by dragging the bear more than
cards for money don't mean that I'm any worse half-way to our camp."
than any OJ}e else."
Slick Pete remained silent for a moment, ·and
"That's what they call you, ain't it-Slick Pete, then stepping up close to his pard, he shook a
the gambler?"
finger under his nose and said:
"Maybe it is. So this is Young Wild "\Vest, eh?"
"Skmner, you're a blamed fool. You told me
"That's who I happen to be," Wild answered, in that you shot the bear."
his cool and easy way, all the while studying the
"I know I did, so now I'll tell you I didn't." wa.'i
man closely.
the reply.
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"An' you have gone an' made me look to be a
thief."
"That's -all right," and Skinner shoo}<: his head
doggedly. "Maybe I ain't ma de you out to be
much more than what you are."
"What's that? " a nd the eyes of Slick Pete
blazed with fury.
"Pshaw!" r et ort ed Skinner. "Don't think I'm
afraid of you, Pete. You ain't been $quare with
me, anyhow.
You know what you pr otni sed. You
,,

__

"Shut up!" and the gambler qui ckly dre w a r evo lver.
.
"Kindly put tha t piece of h ardw are a,yay, will
you?" Young Wild West C:alled out, in h_is cool and
ea sy way, at the same time pullmg his own r evolver.
"Oh you're interferin', are you?" and Slick
Pete s~owled fierecely, but at the same time dropp ed his gun back into the hol st er.
"I reckon I a m. I -am not going to see you shoot
tha t fellow \\'i i hout giving him a chance. Of
cou rse I reall y think that he is deserving o! :OOing shot, for I ca n pretty \\'ell te ll th a t by s1zmg
him up. I think the same of you. Now th en, you
both know my opinion of you , so you can act ac. cordingly."
" That's th e wa y to talk, Wild !" Cheyenn ~ Char lie exclaimed, smiling grimly. "I knowed Jest ~s
soon a s I looked them over that th (;:y wasn t
nothin' more than two mea sly coyotes. Slick Pe~e
:t's they call him, most likely has been stealm 1
from the miners' here for a long time, only they
ain't been able to ketch him at it."
As these wor ds left the lips of the scout the
~ambler turned as pale as a sheet.
"What-what do you mean _by that?" he cried1
· and then the paleness left him a nd a deep rea
flu 8h showed in its stead.
.
"Oh I was only thinkin' that way, that's all,"
Charli~ answered, sneeringly. "We heard this
mornin' that the mayor was havin' ha1·d wo1·k to
find a thief that was workin' here on the sly."
Skinner laughed in a mocking sort of way a t
this and then turned and went out of the place.
"If somebody has told you that I'm a thief I'd
like to know his name, so I kin make him prove
it! " Slick Pete exclaimed, a s h e quickly rncovered himself.
· ·
"No one ever told me you was a thief," Charlie
declared promptly. "It jest st r uck m.e that you
might be, that's all." .
"All right. I know how t o take you now, my
friend."
"I ain't no fri end of youl's, ' O don't call me
one."
.
"Hold on, Charlie. I r eckon you're going a httie too fast," Wild said, laying a hand upon the
scout's shoulder. "It isn't hardly right to talk to a
! tranger ·in this way, when you don't know anyi. hing about him."
"I know that he helped take the bear that
Arietta shot, though, don't I?"
"Yes but that's all right. He evidently -thought
tl1e oth~r fellow shot it. We'll let it go at that,
for the present."
•
"I don't care how you let it go," Slick Pete
spoke up, as he moved over and sat down at a
lablt·. "But I know putty well now that you both
are ag'in me:- When a gun is pulled on me for
not h in' it shows putty well that I'm apt to g·it
o:h , .. snmP. tin1P when T ain't thinkin' about it."

"You 'll never get shot by me whe n you're not
thinking about it, Slick Pete!" \Yi l<l exclaimed,
his eyes flashing.
"All right. I'll take my chances on it, anyhow."
"You're taking chances by talking the way you
a re. Take my advice and keep cool."
.
Then th e young deadshot nodded to his partner
and qui ckl y walked out of the place. Charlie followed him, but he wa,; ca r eful to keep an eye on
the gambler, fo r he thought he might take a notion to fire a shot a fter them. But Slick Pete
never once made a move, and the two went on to
th e store and wai t ed for Arietta t o j oin them.

CHAPTER IX. -The Professor Buys a Store.
·when \"i1il d and Char lie ente r ed the store they
found Arietta bu .·y talking to the p r op1·ietor 's
wife . She had been buying a few things she needed, but the conversation wa_s what was holding
her th ere. ·v oices in the back part of the store attracted th e attention of th e young deadshot ~nd
hi s pa r tner, a nd as th ey l ooked th a t way they saw
the bos!' of the establishment and Profess or Dan
McGinnis t a lking very earnestly.
" That man is tr ying to buy my husbanJ's bu sines~ , Young Wild West," the w oman behind the
counte r said , just as if she had known the young
deaclshot p reviou sly.
"Is that so? \\' elJ, is your husband thinking of
selling?"
"Oh, he's been wanting to sell out a long time.
It's only a question now of the price he can get.
For m,y par t, 1'11 be ve1y glad to get away from
. this place. I want t o live in a large town, where
things are entirely different."
Wild looked over the contents of the store.
"W ell supplied with stock," he. said, nodding
to Charlie. "I r eckon it would take a good bit of
money to buy it."
"Oh, if my husband can get seven thousand dolla1·s he will let the wh ole thing go, building, land,
stock and all," the woman declared.
Just then the profe. sor called out:
"Come h ere, Young Wild West. Bring your man
with you, too. I want you for witnesses."
The woman clapped her hands softly and showed much delight. for she took it for granted that ·
th e deal' had been made. Wild and Charlie made
their wav to th(: back of the store and found the
proprietor busy writing upon a sheet of paper.
"I've made up my mind to locate here, Young
Wild W est," McGinnis said, looking around in a
satisfied way. "The peddling business is all right,
and there's lots of money in it; but it strikes me
t'.1at I couldn't do anv better than to settle right
here, for from what I can learn, this is bound to
be a good-sized town before many months."
"Quite right, professor. I think you are wise in
thinking that way," the young deadshot answe1·ed.
"I am giving this man seven thousand, eight
hundred and fifty dollars for his place. This includes everything, even to the household fumiture. All he and his wife will take away are their
clothing and what few things they can carry. If
you and your pard will witness the bill of sale,
you will do me a favor."
"vVe cer tainly will do that for you."
.
"Thank you."
The store-keeper continued writin11: until he had
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the necessary document ready. Then he read it
over carefully, after which the professor did the
same. Wild took it next, and declared that he
could see nothing at all wrong about it. The signature was then affixed, and then Professor McGinnis counted out the money and laid it upon the
counter. Then Wild put his name as a witness,
and Charlie did the same.
"You are to take possession at noon, accordin'
to the written agreement," said the man who had
made the sale. "That means that me an' my wife
ain't got much time to git the few things we're
goin' to take away with us together. Come on,
Sarah."
The last he shouted, and Sarah promptly left
Arietta and ran to him.
"Are we going to leave here?" she asked.
"We certainly are. \Ve've get till noon to git
out."
•
"Hurrah!"
Then she hugged her husband while the rest
looked on and -smiled. Arietta being ready, Wild
and Charlie quickly went out with her, afte;r congratulating the professor upon the good sense he
had shown in purchasing the store.
They ~ade their way direct to the camp, and
found· Jim, Anna and Eloise just appearing in·
sight at the foot of the mountain. When the three
reached the camp they showed surprise but satisfaction as well.
.
"We were waiting for you to come back the way
you went," Jim said. "But after a while we got
tired of it and thought we would return. We have
got fourteen birds, and they are nice fat ones,
too."
"And I shot a bear," Arietta spoke up, as she
pointed to the pelt which was lying near one of
the tents.
"There's another one up that hill. We saw the
tracks " Jim Dart declared, as he nodded his head
appro~ngly when he- looked at what Arietta
pointed out.
"ls that so?" the scout exclaimed. "I reckon
we'll have to go an' look for him. Most likely he'll
be foolin' around after that wild honey."
Then they compared notes, each relating their
experience since parting.
"So the fellow called Slick Pete and another
man stole the bear, eh?" Jim said, shaking his
head. "Pretty nervy trick, I should say. Do you
really think Slick Pete thoughJ; his pard shot it?"
"It seemed that way, for they had a row over
it and I am inclined to think that the man called
• Skinner would have got his medicihe if I hadn't
interfered," ·wild answered.
"They're enemies now, an' you kin bet on it,"
the scout said, shrugging his shoulders. "Skinner
said enough to make anybody think that Slick
Pete was nothing but a thief, anyhow. They'll
have it in for each other now, you kin be · sure.
But I'll tell you one thing, Wild: after dinner
we'll go an' look for the bear Jim is speakin'
about."
•
"All right, Charlie. vVe don't n eed the meat,
but the chances are we can dispo$e of it easy
enough by .giving it away to the miners."
They all decided to remain in camp until after
dinner, so things went along quietly enough until noon. Then the miners coming flrom• their work
stirred things up a little, and it was not long b(;l.fore thev could hear shouts of laughter coming
froni the ,shanty hotel. As tney were about to sit
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down to the noonday meal which had been prepared by Wing, the cook, Hop Wah came strolling
leisurely toward the camp.
He had almost reached it when some one was
' heard calling to him, and all hands turned in the
direction the voice came from. .Then they saw
Jaak Hill, the mayor, hurrying after the clever
Chinee. Hop waited for him, and then the two
walked to the camp together.
"Jest in time, ain't I, Young Wild West?" the
mayor asked, nodding his head and smiling.
"I reckon you are, Mr. Hill," the young deadshot answered and then he looked keenly at the
man and was not long in discovering that he waf;
p1·etty well under the influence of liquor.
"Where have you been, Hop?" Wild demanded
turning sharply to the Chinaman.
'
"Me go with um mayor, Misler Wild. He velly
nicee Melican man, so be. Havee lillee tanglefoot
and chuckee dice."
·
"That's right, Young Wild West. We had quite
a little tanglefoot to drink, an' we chucked dice
for money. But I want to tell you right here right
here that after the Chinaman had won about all
I had he turned around an' give it all back to me
tellin' me that he had cheated me an' only done
for fun."
"I am glad to hear that," the boy answered.
''But come on. I reckon we can furnish you with
something good to eat. We did a little hunting
this morning, and the girls shot considerable
game."
"Birds, eh?" the mayor said, as he walked over
and took a seat on a stone near where the rest
were sitting.
He showed himself to be quite hungry, and as
there was more than enough for the rest, he had
all he wanted in the way of food.
• "I heard somethin' jest now, Y.oung Wild
West," the mayor said, as he was drinking his
second cup of coffee. "They tell me that the peddler has bought the store. Do you know one
thing," and he rai_sed his finger and lowered hi,;,
voice at the same time. "I don't like the way
things is goin' hefe. I did have an idea that you
come he.re to try an' put me out of my job. Now
I think it's the peddler. He called himself a professor, an' bein' a little smarter than the rest of
us around here, it sorter makes me think that it
won't be long afore he tries to run things. Now
I don't mean to let anything like that happen. I'm
the boss of Yaller Gulch, an' I want every one to
know it. I'm runnin' things here on the•clead level
If I found that my 6Wn brother had committed a
crime I'd have him hung jest the same as if he
was a stranger."
.
"Wouldn't show any sympathy for your brother, then, eh?" Jim Da11; asked.
"Not a bit. Why, if it was one of you folk r.
what stole a horse or robbed a miner, I'd have you
strung up to the nearest tree jest as soon as you
had been declared guilty."
·
"And you're the judge, p1·osecuting attorney,
lawyers and jury all combined, so I understand,"
Wild answered, looking at him and smiling.
"That's jest what I am," and the mayor pounded 11imself upon his brest to show how dignified
he felt.
"All rig·ht, Mr. Hill. I hope I am not brought
before you for any wrong-doing."
"I hope you ain't, but if you are you'll have to
take what's coming· to you."

it
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"Wild," said Cheyenne Charlie, rising to his
feet, "I think th-is man is about the biggest fool
I've heard talk in seventeen yLars. I don't care if
he has been elected mayor of this here minin'
camp. Anybody what would take any stock in
what he say:; wouldn't have no :;ense."
"What's that-'! " the mayor exclaimed, angrily.
''The first thing· you know I'll fine you ten dollars
for contempt of court."
"You will, eh? You jest swallow that coffee
you have got an' vamoise. \Ve don't want you
around here."
Wild might have said something if he had not
really thought that the mayor was getting too obnoxious. He simply nodded for Charlie to go
ahead and then the mayor, becoming very much
fright~ned, dropped the tin cup after swallowing
what coffee was left in it, and slowly arose to his
feet.
"Go one," -Charlie said. "I don't watit to lay
hands on you, but if do I'll knock the stuffin' out
of you."
'"Oh, I'll go. But just remember that I'm the
boss of the Gulch. I told you that jest now, an'
if any of you is ever b1·ought afore me on a charge
it will be good-by to you."
•
Then he walked a,vay, actually staggering, for
it seemed that he got worse from what he had
i aken in the way of strong dring before coming to
the camp.
·
"A harmless fellow, I call him, Wild," Jim Dart
observed, as they watched him as he turned to enter the shanty hotel.
"Quite harmless in his way," was the_ rep_ly.
"But it seems that nearly every one here 1s w1lli ng to tolerate his eccentric ways."
Hop was questioned, but all he could say was
that he had accepted an invitation from the
mayor to go over to the claim he owned and had
a good time while he was there.
"Me no wantee keepee his money, so me givee
back" he added. "Me velly goodee Chinee. Me no
take\vhatee no belong- to me."
What had just happened did not cause our
friends to change their minds, and shortly after
the dinner was over they made ready to go up
Lhe mountainside and try and get the bear that
had been tracked by Jim. Arietta exp1·essed a de-;ire to go, but Anna and Eloise_ decided to 1·emain.
This caused Jim Dart to hesitate, for he knew
!hat Eloise was slightly timid over the way the
mayor had acted.
"If you don't mind, Wild," Dart said, 11odding
to the young deadshot. "I'll stay here and look after things."
"Just as\,ou like, Jim. Charlie and Arietta can
~d with me, and I'm sure that will be enough to
zet one bear."
"Me go, too, Misler Wild," Hop spoke up.
"All right, go if you like. But don't let me
catch you drinking any more liquor."
"Me no dlink some more, Misler Wild. Me gottee plenty now so be."
It was not long before the four set out, all save
Hop carrying a rifle.
ThEy made their way up the steep slope, winding this way and that, and at length came to .the
~pot whe1·e Jim had seen the tracks of the big
bear.
"Now then," \Vild said, nodding to his com[>anions, "we'll go in different directions. Charlie
:an follow th~ tracks, an<l the rC'sl of u will go

around and perhaps come across the bear. We'll
go near the dead tree that contains the swarm
of bees."
This being understood, they quickly separated.
Charlie 1:,ent Hop around to the left, so the
young· dead ·hot started furthe1· to the right than
his sweetheart was to go, and soon found himself
traversing a very rough piece of ground.
He could not have been more than a- couple of
hundred ya1·ds from his sweetheart, who was the
nearest one to him, when in stepping across a
crevice a stone turned under his foot and he fe-U
to the ground, his rifle flying from his grasp.
The rifle happened to hit upon a sharp rock, and
when the boy picked it up it did not take him a
moment to see that it was broken. Then he retraced his steps a short distance with the gun in
his hand, and p1:esently sat down upon a rock
among some trees to give it a further examination·. "With the point of his knife he took out a
couple of screws, thinking that perhaps, after all,
he might fix the weapon so a cartridge could be
inserted from the top without using the lever
again. But after spending ten minutes in this
way he gave it up, and arose to his feet.
Just the11 a sharp report sounded within a few
yards of him, and then there cam<' a crashing
in the bushes, and a man fell almost at his feet.
"Great Scott!" the young dcadshot exclaimed.
"What does thi_s mean"? Why, it's the fellow
called Skinner."
CHAPTER X.-Arietta's Quick Wit.
When the mayor got to the ban-oom of the
hotel he found half a dozen or more men there
who really believed i11 him.
"Boys," he said, "things is· goin' frcm bad to
worse hei·e. Young Wild \Vest jest drove me
away from his camp. He says l ain't . no good,
an' all that. ·what arc we goin' to do 11.bout it?"
"Better let him alone " one of them suggested.
"Maybe he come here for some purpo:;c. Don't
try to cross him too much."
"Yes, maybe he come here for some purpose all
1·ight. Most likely he wants to run the camp.
But I ain't goin' to stand for it. Hello! The1·e's
Slick Pete. How does he feel about it'!"
At that moment the gambler came in.
"What are you talkin' about, mayor?" came the
query.
"About Young Wild West."
"Oh!" and Pete shrugged his should!'rs. "I
don't know anything about him, nor I don't want
to. He stole a bear that was shot by Skinner this
mornin'."
As no one there at the time had heard anything
about the occurrence of the forenoon regarding
the bear, with the exception of the man behind
the bar, the gambler thought he would put the
young deadshot in as bad a light as possible.
The result was that Slick Pete had no trouble
in convincing the mayor that Wild had really
taken the bear after it had been shot by another •
party. But there was a man listening outside at
the time; and by the way he acted he did not
mean to let the gamblerr have it all his own way.
Then man wa$ no other than Skinner.
"Well, boys," the mayor said. "Slick Pete
~n't got much of a reputation at anything.
Maybe he's ]yin' an' maybe he ain't. I call Upon
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him to take us up to where he left the bear, an'
if we find that the hind-quarters was cut off an'
the skin too)<. from it, then we'll have to put down
Young Wild West as bein' a thief. Come on.
\Vho's goin' with me?"
"I'll tell you jest where we left the bear," and
then Pete explained how to get to the exact spot.
But they had to have a few drinks, so it was
shortly after- our friends left their camp to hunt
for the bear Jim Dart had tracked when they set
out in the same direction. Slick Pete did not go
with them right away.
He waited. until they had got a good start, and
then he went out, and finding that Young Wild
West and Cheyenne Charlie were missing from
the camp, he gave a nod of satisfaction and went
on by another way, so he might watch from a
distance and see what took place.
He had barely got among the rocks at the foot
of the mountain when Skinner appeared. Skinner
certainly had it in for the gambler. There was
a vengeful gleam in his eye. , and it was evident
that he meant to make Pete give an account of
himself. Slick Pete did not ::;ee him until he was
within a fev.: feet of him, and then Skinner suddenly pulled a knife.
"I've been thinkin' it over," he hissed, as if he
was afraid his voice might be heard by the miners
who must be somewhere about. "You have been
makin' a fo'>I of me right along. Got me to do a
lot of your dirty work, an' you ain't never divided
with me on the square. ·what you . aid this mornin' got me to thinkin' this way, an' now then, if
you don't give me some of that money we got ·
the other night, I'll put this knife between your
ribs."
"All ri:ght, I'll settle up, 'cause I don't want no
trouble with you ."
Then the villain made a move as if to feel in
his pockets, and Skinner lowered his rifle. Just
what happened then cannot be recorded, anything
further than that Slick Pete's rifle went off suddenly and Skinner threw up hi s hands and went
staggering· through the bushes.
.
"I rC'ckon that fi..xes him!" the gambler exclaimed, hoarsely, and then after waiting for a
few seconds, he started down the bank through
the bu,:hes in the direction the man had taken.
What was his surprise to /:Ce his victim lying dead
upon th<' ground, while r::tanding over him, rifle
in his hand, wa s Young Wild We:-:t. Astound ed
at the unexpected !>igh t, thi> v illain remained motionless for the spacl' of a moment.
Then a happy thought flashed upon him.
"Hern's my chance!" he exclaimed, under his
breath. "I've got rid of Skinnei:, who was gittin'
to be a dangero11s man, an' now I'll blame Young
Wild Wei:t for doin' it. I don 't care if they string
him up. ·what's he doin' around here, anyhow?"
He turnC'd · oftly away, and getting tn the other
side of a knoll, came suddenly upon the mayor
and hi s men.
"Come here," h ~ said; bec.koning to them.
"What's the matter, Pete?" Mayor Hill asked.
"Young Wild West jest shot a man."
"Shot a man!"
"Yes, he shot poor Skinner. Me an' Skinner
come up this way to hunt for a bear, which we
heard was around somewhere. Skinner wi>nt
ahead of me an' I heard him talkin' to somebody.
I heard him s·1y that he didn't mem1 to ,:tf•al tlH•
bear, or som..:thin' like that, an' then a shot was
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fired. I run up the hill an' looked through the
bushes, an' I seen Young Wild West standin' over
him, his gun in his hands. That's all I know
about it. He's over there yet, an' so is poor Skinner, cause he's dead an' can't git away without
bein' carried."
Cheyenne Charlie, Arietta and Hop had heard
the rifle shot as well as the mayor and his crowd.
It happened that Arietta was the nearest to the
spot, and thinking that Wild had found the bear
and shot it, she turned and made her way hastily
to it. She got there in time to see Wild standing
over the dead man, and then just as she was
going to ask him what the trouble was Slick
Pete burst through the bushes, followed by the
mayor and the rest of the miners.
'.'There he is standin' right there yet!" the
gambler exclaimed, pointing an accusing finger
at the young deadshot. "Shot poor Skinner in
cold blood, too. An' it \vas all about a measly
bear that somebody shot this mornin'."
"What are you talking about, you sneaking
coyote?" Wild exclaimed, making a threatening
move with the broken rifle.
"Look out, the1·e!" cried the mayor, and ,he
leveled his own rifle squarely at the boy's b1·east.
"Wild, what does this mean?" Arietta ·s houted.
running up and catching the boy by the arm.
"It means that somebody shot this fellow lying
on the g-round and that he ran almost to me before
he drop1)ed," the boy answered, in his cool and
easy way.
''It does, eh?" Mayor Hill asked, sarcastically .
"We know all about it, Young Wild West. I
thought you wasn't what you was tryin' to make
out to be. You come here to make t1·ouble, an' I
reckon you have done it. You know what's in
store fo1· you now, don't you? You shot this man
in cold blood, an' I have proof of it."
. "I didn't shoot the man," vVild answered, calmly, and then he handed the rifle to Arietta.
The girl saw right away that it was broken,
and her quick wits enabled her to understand almost inst11,ntly that Wild had not fired a shot from
the rifle.
·
"Of course, I didn't do it, little girl," the youngdeadshot whispered. "I have an idea that Slick
Pete did it. But just wait. Take it easy. There
is no need of getting excited about this.
The men came up and surrounded the boy and
girl. Half a dozen revolvers and as many as two
rifles were leveled right at his breast and he realized that he really was in a dangerous predicament.
"Just let me investigate this," the mayor said,
putting on an air of authority. "Turn the poor
feller over.''
The body was quickly turned at his command,
and then dropping upon his knees, Hill made an
examination of the hole in his breast.
''This here was done by a forty-four bullet," he
said, rising to hi s feet. "What's the caliber of
that rifle the gal's· got in her hand'?"
Slick Pete quickly stepped over and took the
gun from the girl's hand. He looked at the muzzle, and then with a nod of triumph, exclaimed:
''She's a forty-four, mayor. But there ain't no
mistake about it, anyhow. I know he shot Skinner."
"Give me a rope," ordered the mayor.
A couple of men hat! ropes with them, as if they
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had expected to do something in the way of a
lynching before returning to the inining camp.
"Now then," Hill went on, as a man stepped
forward with a rope, "I'm the. judge an'. jury in
this case. The verdict is that Young W1ld West
murdered Skinner, an' the sentence is that he
shall be hung without delay. Go ahead, boys!"
The youhg deadshot's sweetheart quickly came
to the rescue.
"This proves his innocence!" cried Arietta, as
rihe quickly handed over the rifle. "How could
Wild fire a shot with a broken gun? Don't you
dare put that rope around the neck of Young Wild
West!"
.
"Let me see that rifle." one of them said.
He took it from Slick Pete, who sudden] became uneasy.
•
.
"She's broke as sure as guns, an' anothei· thmg,
there ain't b;en no shot fired from· jt lately.
Mayor, I sorter reckon that you have ~ade ~ li~tle mistake. Young Wild West sartmly d1dn t
shoot Skinner, not with this g-un, anyhow, an' I
don't see no other gun hel':~."
"I seen him standin' over th, , body with the
!?1lll when I looked through the bushes," the gambler declared.
.
"Meanin' by that that the boy must hav~ Je~t
shot him?" the miner with the. b1·oken gun m his
hand asked.
. ,,
..I don't know what else you could call it, and
Pete shrugged his shoulders.
But by the way he acted it w·as plain to every
one there even to that mayor, that he had been
telling an' untruth. ,W ild, having _his hands free •
now for the men· who had seized him had stepped
back a little coolly pulled his revolvers, and wav. ing them ba~lf; and forth in a way that was really
tantalizing , he said:
"Mayor, if you feel like hanging me, go rig~t
ahead at the job. But I reckon before yo~ do it
I'll put a few holes through you. The fact 1s .that
vou are not fit to even be a member of a commo11
vigilance committee, let alone rule a mining camp
of the size of Yell ow Gulch. Take my advice and
you'll resign right away."
.
At this juncture Cheyenne Charhe appea1·ed on
the scene.
.
.
"What's the matter here?" he cned, h1~ ey~s
flashing as he bounded upon the scene, nfle m
hand and ready to shoot.
"Take it easy, Charlie," the young deadshot answered coolly. "There has been a man shot here,
and I got the blame of it. Bu~ fortunat~ly for
me I broke my rifle a little while before it hapne~ed and when' the poor fellow fell dead at my
feet i naturally ·started toward him to find out
wha't was the matter. Then _it seems Slick Pet~,
as they call him. was watchmg, and he gave 1t
out that I ha_~ killed the man. '.fhe sum and su~titance of it is that Pete shot h1m_self. :f ust take
charge of him, please,_ for I certa~nl)'. will not let
the mayor have anythmg to do with 1t. I am goini;(' to run things here now. I'll be mayor of ~ellow Gulch for a few minutes, and then I'll resign
the job."
Charlie had the gambler covered, so t~ere was
no difficulty in his laying hands upon_ him. . .
"You measly coyote!" the scout cried, 1;1vmg
him a shake. "You killed. the !llan yourse -~' an;
then tried to blame it on Wild, did you? By Jmgo.
if I had my way about it,,you wou_ld hang from
that limb ov~r your head.

Jack Hill almost had a fit, p,a rtly from anger
and partly from mortificatio n. He raved and
talked until he finallv threw himself upon the
ground.
"He's resigned all right, gentlemen, " the young
deadshot said smilingly. "I am mayor now. But
I won't remain so very long. I want you to take
Slick Pete down to the camp right away. Now
then, go ahead."
It was wonderful to see how willing the miners
were to obey the young deadshot. They made a
rude litter, and placiilg the body of Skinner upon
it, set out, Cheyenne Charlie remainiug in charge
of the gambler. Solemnly the procession continued all the way to the foot of the steep slope
after that, the mi~rs only talkin,e; in whispers
and not very much in the way of conversatio n at
that. As they n·eared the camp of our friel)ds,
Jim Da1·t, Anna and Eloise hurriedly 1·an to ·meet
them. To iee "\¥ild with a revolver in each hand,
for he had not put them away, and the dead body
of the man, and also a prisoner, was quite enough
to startle them. But Arietta was not lonv in informing them of what had happened. The exmayor, as he might be called, brought up the rear
of the procession, and if ever there was a crest.fallen person upon the face of the earth, he certainly was the one at that moment.
Right on past the camp to the hotel the party
continued. A crowd ll,'athered in front of the
shanty hotel. Miners came running from all directions, for they could see from where they were
working that something was wrong. In less -than
half an hour there was hardly a man living in
Yellow Gulch who was not present. Then Wild
mounted a bane! and made quite a little speech,
telling everything as it happened and adding to
it what he thought about Slick Pete. His cool
and easy way was convincing, and the result was
that the gambler broke down and confessed that
he had fired the shot that killed Slcinner, but declared that he had done it in self-defens e, stating
the thin~· just as it had happened.
"Now then, gentlemen, " Wild said, as he again
got upon the barrel, "I took this job of mayor for
a little while, and I am going to resign right
away. But before I do so I am going to tell Slick
Pete that he's got just fifteen minutes to · get out
of the Gulch. If he hasn't a horse he had better
buy one, and be quick about it."
"I've got a horse all right," the gambler called
out excitedly.
No doubt many of the miners were for lynching
him, but they seemed to think that the young
deadshot knew what he was doing so the- result
was that !he gambler left the mining camn for
good. Wild's suggestion that the professor would
make a good mayor took well with the miners,
and before the afternoon was over he was duly
elected in that capacity, Jack Hill showing that
he was quite willing · to take a back seat, so to
·speak. Of course. there was more or less excitement during the balapce of the day, but things
seemed to be going on all right, so the next morning Young Wild West and his friends bade adieu
to Yellow Gulch and set out in search of something new.
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saw Mustang Kelly shoot Dan for Indian Rock,
will vindicate you, so you need have no fear on
that score. The evidence of Jennie Carter, that
THE BOY ENGINEER
Mustang Kelly shot Dan· at the instigation of
Despard, will throw the blame on my nephe\\.
Or, Railroading in the Wild West
Has your foster-mother yet found Despard's l'eceipt for the thousand dollars J:?an gave in payment of the mortgage of your home?" _
By DICK ELLISON
"Not yet, although we have sea:r ched all ove1·
for it, sir.''
·
"Well, it may come to light in due time. Now.
A Serial Story
here is an affidavit containing your chargt>i;
against my nephew which my lawyer drew up.
CHAPTER XIX.-(Continued)
Just sign your name to it and I'll turn it owr
. "Oh, no," laughed Frank. "It wasn't a fight. to Mr. Milter, wh9 is to be your attor:qey.''
. Frank read and signed the document, aftN
We simply gave five men a thrashing and came
which the president departed, and the boy got
in to go to work."
"Well, there's going to be trouble along the the signal to make a start.
There was a huge_ crowd of strikers and th.~i r
line," said the old gentleman in grave tones.
"Ralph Carter, the telegraph operator, just gave sympathizers along the track, and some of them
me a dispatch saying that the rough element hooted and yelled threats at the boys as th ,·
among the men are overriding the rules of their train swept by, many of them firing stone;:; that:
own association . by objecting to the running of smashed the car windows and rattled against the
mail trains. They have heard that we intend to sides.
"Foolish people," said Frank, as they left the
put Old 24 through to-night, and some of them
crowd behind. "They blame us for this withwere heard to threaten you with violence."
out realizing that running the mail train is Jo-'
"I'm not afraid of them, sir."
'
"Well, although I'm glad to hear you say ing their cause no harm."
"D'yer know, I think somebody has been foso, I've armed :white, Rand, Sanders, Roy and a
brakeman, and put them in the passenger-coach mentin' trouble among 'em, Frank," said th e
to act as a guard until I can get military pro- young stoker, earne tly. "I've· seen a number of
tection from· the governor of the State, to whom fellers lookin' remarkably like Bragg's nwn
goin' among .ther strikers an' stirrin 'em up with
I have appealed."
hard words."
"Very well, sir. Any special ~rders?''
"Bitter a s Despard is agairn;t us aud again,t:
"Not at present. Should anY. contingency m·ise
while you are on the road, I w1ll telegraph ahead, this railroad, I would 110t be surprised to learn
and you'll get my message at any way-station that he is at th.e bottom of all the trouble. That
man would do-,rnything to vent his vindictive
that may flag your train." .
"All right, Mr. Livingston. You can depend malice on us and get us into trouble. But. I
upon it, I'll get the mail through on time unless say, ,Joe, why don't you put on your jumper"!
You'll spoil your new clothes."
some accident occurs to baffle me."
" I forgot -it, Frank, and left it home, where
"I'm well aware that I can trust you to do
that. And now that your business is disposed of, I brought it to get wa,-hed."
"Well, there hangs an old one of Dan's. It's
Jet me speak of a personal matter that may be
of some inte1·est to you. As you are aware, my n ever been touch ed since he hung it on that r.nil
nephew, Simon Despard, has disappeared. H e is just before his death. Put it on."
"I will, as it'll save my good clothes," said
a fugitive from justice."
"Then you have charged him with his various Joe. taking it down.
He put it on, and Frank eyed him a mome,1t
crimes?"
"Yes. Mr. n-1:iller, my lawyer, has taken the and asked:
"What makes the pocket bulge so?"
affidavits of J ennie Carter and Joe Fox, and on
. "It's a paper," said Joe, drawing it out. "8te
the strength of them a warrant was swoin out
for the anest of Despa1·d. He mus t h ave got what it is, Frank."
The young engineer opened it and ran hi~
wind of it,' for when the officers went to arrr,.,t
• him they found that he had sold out all _hi,;; rail- glance over the writing.
Th~n he gave a cry of joy and shnnted us
road bonds and othe1· securities and fled. Sio .::e
then he had been seen in the company of Big he waved the paper:
"'\Vhy, Joe, it's Despard's Teceipt for the thouBill Bragg's gang, and ha, has doubtless joi:l·i!d
the outlaws. He, therefore, has no more to ><UY sand dollars Dan . paid him for the mortga~e c,n
our house. Hurrah! This is evidence enough
here."
"I am s urprised at such an ending for the that Despard'& claim is false, and now Colrmd
villa::n," replied Frank. "Then he never kept Livingston will get back his money!"
"Well, I'll be jig·gered if that ·ain't rich!" ex• his threat to expose as the murdere1· 'lf yotu·
claimed Joe in tones of inten se amazement. "Dan
wife and child?"
·
"N 0 1 indeed! That old blackmailing game of must· have stuck it in the pocket of his old
jumper an' forgot it."
his is played out."
"How about the case against me on the charge
"No wonder we couldn't find it anywhere
of having murdered my foster-father, Dan around the house," laughed the young enginee r.
"Dan told me he'd paid off tlte mortgage th,i
O'Hara?"
"It will come up for trial next week. Mean- last trip he made in his cab, and he rP is evidencl!
tiri1e the bail bonds I gave for your appearance of it. Mr. Livingston will be delighed."
Frank carefully put the preciou.;; d(•cur.~cnt
bold good·. ·But the testimony of Joe Fox, who

FAST MAIL FRANK
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away for safe keeping, and the bl"ys discussed
the peculiar manner in which they had found it
for some length of time.
In the meantime the train went thundering
along over the tracks, and as it. passed the various way-station,s crowds were seen on the platforms who jeered them and called them scabs.
The boys paid no heed to them, however, i;nd
the mail train finally reached Hopedale and
paused so the mail bags could be thrown off and
others could be taken on. .
A huge crowd of strikers were gathered l'n the
platform, and as Frank glanced out at them he
saw a man, actively ·engaged going among them,
·earnestly telling the ci-awd that it war, sui:h men
as Fast Mail Frank who weakened their
struggle.
He advised them Ato prevent the train from
going on.
It made the men restless and excited, and one
of them cried :
"Well1 I'll stop him from going any further!"
A yell of approval went up from the rest, and
they went swarming after him as he made a
rush for the cab door.
"Come down out of that I" yelled the big fellow at the boys. ,. "Be a man! Dcn't aid the
bosses to beat us or .we'll make it bad for you."
"This is a mail train!" shouted Frank, as he
fearlessly faced the excited crowd. "It h/1& a
right to run!"
"No, no!" yelled the strikers. ''Quit it! Come
down!"
"I won't!" declared the boy, stl!bbornly. ·
"Then we'll pull you out of there!" i;houted
the big man, and he began to climb into the cab,
followed by several others.
·

•

CHAPTER XX.
The Wrecked Bridge.
When Frank saw that the mischief;makers
were bound to stir up trouble, a hard, resolute
expre&sion came over his face, and ne suddenly
pushed the man down and shouted :
"You get out of this cab or there will be
trouble!"
A roar went up from the crowd, and all sorts
of threats were hurled at the plucky young
engineer.
But he was in nowise frightened, for he held
up his hand for silence and shouted, to make himself heard:
•
"I've _got a guard of men armed with Winchesters on the cars, and if you interfere with
the delivery of the United States mails, they will
not hestiate an instant to shoot you down like
dogs!"
·
These words caused a hush to ensue for a
moment.
Taking advantage of it, Frank continued:
"Beside!:>, if the company don't send a train
over the line once in twenty-fou:r hours, they can
lose their charter. If the railroad don't resume
business, you will 1111 lose your jobs forever. With
starvation staring you in the face, you will be
much worse off than you are now. Don't do anything rash. Remember, you have wivei, and children to look out for when this strike is over.

One act of violence now will lead t-) untold
misery for you later on. I'm not arguing l.bout
the right or wrong of the strike. That's something to be settled between your representatives
and the railroacl officials. The union permits the
mail-car5 to run and when you interfere with
them, you are committing a crime against the
federal government and doing nothir:g to injure
the railroad."
He swept _a cool, fearless glance over the
crowd, and saw that his words had the desired
effect.
Cries arose on all sides of "He's. r ight! Let
him alone!"
The crowd fen · back then, and ,~very rightminded -man among them had a feeling of admiration for the boy.
·
A few momentr, later Rand gave foe i;tartling
signal, and the train went ahead, the crowd dispersed, and Joe said:
"Yer've won out, Frank, 'cause yer told 'em
ther truth."
"There's a certain few trouble-makers in all
mobs," answered the boy, as he put on more
steam, "and they generally try to stir up strife.
Many innocent men get into trouble that way."
The train ent on to Bir.on City.
·
· As it ran into the yard · a huge crowd was .
seen.
"I guess we're a-goin' ter have more trouble
here," said Joe.
"Got a revolver?"
"No."
"Well, I have."
"Don't use it unless yer've got ter."
"I don't intend to, Joe."
Up to the station ran the train, and a tremendous roar arose from the waiting crowd; and
a man in a red shirt ran to the cab.
"What are you runnb:tg this train for?" he ·
demanded of Frank. "Don't you know we are
on strike?"
"Yes, I know it very well. But this i5 a mail
train."
"W"i! don't care what sort of a train it is. We
don't allow any kind of trains to run on this
road, young fellow ."
"You can't interfere with the mail--"
"Can't we? ·w ell, I'll showiuou we can. Come
. down!"
Frank alighted cooly enough, ·and the cmwd
closed in around him, swear ing at the boy F,nduttering all sorts of th r eat!:> .
The big man in the red shirt was excited.
He shook his fist in the young engineer's face
and roared: .
"We ought to beat the life out of you for making th~t run."
"You don't dare!" retorted the boy. "I am
not afraid of you, or the whole gang, and don't
you forget it."
"Oh, you • ain't, hey? Well, I'll show you!".
and the man aimed a blow at Frank's face -vith
his fist, and the boy dodged it.
.
As the fellow' r, fist passed over hi,; head.
Frank suddenly arose, whipped out his · revoher,
and, pushing it in the man's face, he exclaimed.
sternly:
'Stop 01· I'll fire!"
With a cry of alarm the fellow reelea back.
"Don't shoot I" he gasped.
Just then there came a stampede in the c1·ow4
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and Joe turned a lever, causing a jet Jf 3team
to :fly out the side into the crowd.
The hissing of the cloud of steam was drowned
by a wild shout that arose from those who were
scalded, and in an instant more there wa a furious rush.
Men , were knocked down and trampled, and , to
add to the general confusion, the armed guards
leaped to the ground and fired a volley over the
retreating men's heads.
Just then a squad of policeman charged on the
right flank of the crowd with drawn clubs and
drove them into the street, several of their
'
number being arrested.
The man Frank was holding up with his revolver saw that he was caught and begged the
boy to let him go.
"Not much!" was the young engineer's reply.
"When you were backed up ·by your whole gang
you tried to do me up. Now you've been deserted
you'll have to take your medicine for that cowardly attack."
"If I get arrested my friends will get square
•
with you."
"Let them try it," retorted Fl·ank. "They'll
get it worse thart' you did. I'm going to run the
mail train strike or no strike, and don't you forget it, old man."
The guards now took the prisoner away, and
when the mail bags were disposed of the boys
put their locomotive up and made their way to
their boarding-house.
On the 1 ·oad a number of the strikers met
them and swore at the boys, but made no effort
·
to hit them.
"You'll get the worst of it," one of them declared. "\Ve've got a plan working now to lay
you out."
"All right," carelessly answered the yo_ung
enginee.1:. "The whole population of Bison City
can't make me shirk my duty either by threats
or by actions."
The boy::; did not venture into the streets that
night, and after breakfast the armed train crew
came down to the boarding-house and escorted
them back to the station.
A mail t?·ain had b!l_en made up, and when Old
24 was coupled on not a striker was seen near the
depot.
"Our first stop is at Golden Gulch," said.
Frank, a;; he sent the locomotive over the yard
rails.
Just _then a stone fell into the cab. It had a
piece of paper wrapped around it, and it seemed to h ave been tossed from one of the freight
cars standing on a side-ti·ack.
Frank picked it up, and, un wrapping the
paper, he saw some writing scrawled on it with
lead-pencil.
"We'll get square!
"Remember my threat!" he read aloud.
"A warin'," said Joe, uneasily.
"Probably from the man we met last night."
"I don't see what he can do ter us, can you?"
"There's no telling, Joe."
They were soon out on the main line thundermg along toward the big timber bridge spanning
Four Mile Creek.
The moment the locomotive struck it and
Frank felt the timber shake he turned pale and
reversed the lever.
"Joe!" he· gasped. "Danger!'
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But that was as far as he got, for the1·e suddenly came a fearful grinding crash as the
weight of the train fell upon the structure.
It swayed a moment and then went down.
"Jump fer yer life!" yelled Joe.
Frank heard him and saw him go flying out
the cab door. The next instant the locomotive
and cars went down into the creek with the
wreck of the bridge.

CHAPTER XXI.
Who Broke the Bridge·?

• absoluteFor Frank: to remain at his post was
ly useless, as he could do · no good there, so he
·
jumped for his life.
The boy landed with a splash in the swift
running water of the creek and narrowly escaped
being struck by a falling log.
Down he sank beneath the surface; but he was
a fairly good ·s~immer, and he quickly reached
the surface again.
His clothing impeded his movements somewhat, but he found that he could keep afloat
.
and glanced around.
A terrible scene met his view.
The bridge was all broken to pieces, ;,ome of it
having gone down in the creek, while the ·rest
was strewn -on either shore.
But the train was a wreck.
The locomotive had fallen into the water with
the mail-car, and one of the passenger-coaches,
the .second coach, was smashed to fragments on
the shore.
A chill of honor shot through the boy when he
recallE;d to mind tha~ Pete Roy, the mail agent,
and his helper were m the submerged mail-car.
Moreover, Rand, Sanders, Grace and White
were in the passenger-coach which was sunk in
the wreck and might at that moment be drowning like rats in a trap.
"Horrible! Horrible!" the boy muttered, as he
swa?1 toward the spot where he saw the upper
section s of both cars. "They11 perish in there
as sure as fate. But where is Joe?"
He failed to see the stoker, and thought the
poor fellow was killed when he leaped from the
cab.
A moment later, however, he heard a yell and
saw Joe's hand bobbing on the surface of the
water.
"Hey, Frank!" he shouted.
"I'm all right! Help me to aid the train crew!"
"Go ahead! I'll foller !"
In a minute more they were close to the cars,
and the boy engineer seized the edge of the
room of the passenger-coach, and "'ith one kick
he smashed open a window.
Part of the window was above water, and he
swam to the opening and yelled:
"Hello in there!"
"Frank! Frank!" came the reply in Rand's
voice.
"Whe1·e are the rest?"
"White and I are holding up Sanders and Grace,
who can't swim."
"Are all alive?"
"Yes, but we can scarcely move."
(To be continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
WORDS WITH VOWELS IN THEIR ORDER
L. N. Feifel kindly informs u s that the word
"arsenious" is the third word in the English
language that has the five vowels ifi their order.
As we said last Sunday the other two are "facetious!' and "abstemious."
BIG ELEPHANTS PLANT TREES AT THE
SESQUI-CENTENNIAL
Queenie, aged 62 years, and Babe aged 48, two
huge elephants of the Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey circus, quit ·t he "big top" d1,1ring
heir stay in Philadelphia to devote a few hours
toward aiding in planting some fifty-foot trees at
the Sesqui-Centennal International Exposition
which will be held in Philadelphia from June 1 to
December 1.
The elephants picked the big trees up and
placed them in holes that had been prepared by
workmen. Ordinarily the tree-planting requires
i he placing of much tackle and the combined effort .
of many men.
The trees were planted around the "Save the
Surface" Home which is being erected at the Exposition by the paint and varnish manufacturers
,>f the United States. States.
HAS NEW 'CANCER THEORY
That the growth of cancer is fostered by oxygen
is the belief advanced by Professor Otto Warburg,
head of the Kaiser Wilhelm Biological Institute in
Berlin.
A sensation has been created among scientists
by an article written by Professor Warburg, in
which he describes how rats withered and died
within forty-eight hours when the oxygen inside
the glass cage confining the rodents, was reduced
to the minimum atmospheric ratio capable of sus·
taining life.
During the treatment, he says, the rats refused
food, but immediately regained their normal vitality when the oxygen supply was increased.
Professor Warburg says he is not yet ready to
believe that this treatment is applicable to human
beings, but other scientists regard his experiments
as an advancement toward the cure of cancer.

FIFTY-SEVEN YEAR OLD RUNNER
ENTERS SESQUI MARATHON
Alvin 0. Stenros, 40-year-old Olympic marathon champion of Finland, will not be the oldest
contestant in the Sesqui-Centennial Shrine Marathon Run to be held in June from Valley Forge to
Philadelphia as one of the opening week features
of the Exposition, which opens in Philadelphia June 1 and continues for six months.
From Mays Landing, N. J., will come A. Monteverde, who admits he is 57 years old and still going strong in distance running. Monteverde began 1 unning back in 1880 and took up marathon
racing around 1890. The race from the historic
Washington Inn in Valley Forge to the New Municipal Stadium in Philadelphia will be Monteverde's 67th race.
Monteverde is a book-binder and his job gives
liim an o_pportunity to run five or six miles every
day. This he increases to ten and eleven over the
week-ends. He keeps in condition the year around,
running in all sorts of weather. In the Detroit
marathon a month ago, held in a rain and hail
storm, Monteverde defeated a group of young men
to a fini sh ten.
The marathon is attracting 111any out-of-town
stars. Baltimore has decided to send the first
seven men to the exhibition while the Ontario
branch of the A. A. U. will pay the expenses of
r
two men to ~nter the races also.

LAUGHS
Petticoats are showing these days that"they arn absent.

showing

Raising chickens pays. Runnil'lg with "chickens" you have to pay.
An ankle watch would seem to be unnecessary
when clocked stockings are worn.
. The average man would draw the clothes line,
but his wife won't let him.
- "Well, here are two supporters I can always
rely on," said the candidate for office as he fastened up his socks.
Well, if the world is flat as Voliva says why
don't they quit looking for the pole· and ;ee if
they can't find some corners?
One man answers the question: "Should wives
be paid wages?" in the hearty affirmative. He
says if his wife doesn't get wages he may have to
go to work himself.
"I saw you just now at the information booth."
"I wanted to find out something." "You can't find
out anything at the _information both." "That's
what I found out."
Mrs. Harris (who has been promised a workman to repair the doorbell)-Why didn't you send
your man to repair my electric doorbell as promised? Shopman ( (politely)-He did go madam,
but as he rang three times and got no a~swer, he
conclud~d there was nobody at hoMe

•
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AFTER MANY YEARS
"Peyton Fordyce, of Fordyce Manor, was at one
time a friend of mine," remarked a Scotland Yard
detective, who had joined our party around a
table in the "Chelsea Gardens," one hot evening,
hen a half-dozen of the force were gathered
there.
"Do you mean Peyton Fordyce, the notorious?"
I asked.
"I mean the very Peyton Fordyce whose history
has at last been made public. Ten years ago or
thereabouts- we won't be precise as to datesFordyce Manor was the home of Reginald Fordyce, an old 'bach' of sixty, who had adopted the
son of his deceased sister, Emma Mortland. The
boy was a handsome Y,oung fellow of twenty then,
and just as smart and attractive a young gentleman as you'd wish to see.
"Before Peyton Fordyce arrived at Fordyce
Manor it had come to the knowledge of his uncle
RP.ginald that Dick Mortland had formed an attachment for the daughter of his gamekeeper,
Mina Thursby by name.
"Now of course, as you·may suppose, old Reginald, who was as proud as Lucifer and bo!15ted ?f
his 'blood,' was by no means pleased with this.
Like the foolish old fellow in ·the play, he ranted
and raved and swore that there should be no
mesalliance in young Dick's case, and he informed
that young gentleman in the most. positive terms
that he must drop Miss Thursby mstantly or he
should never -inherit a pound from him. Previous
to his making the discovery of young _Di_ck's l<?ve
affair, be it known, he had expressed his mtention
to divide his fortune equally between Peyton
Fordyce and his sister's son.
"The evening following that upon which he
made known his ultimatum to Dick and peremptorily forbade his meeting the fair Mina again the
young man was alone with his uncle in the latter's
study at a very late hour, and the servants, as
they chanced to pass the !1oor from time to th:ne,
heard old Reginald and Dick Mortland conversing
in loud and seemingly angry tones. Suddenly
there was the sound of a pistol shot and when, a
moment after, the servants rushed into the
room from whence the sound proceeded-it came
from the library, you understand-they saw Reginald Fordyce lying dead and old Tom Thursby,
the gamekeeper, lying upon the floor with a·bullet
in his head, while the window was open, and so
was the safe in which Reginald kept his money.
"The servants raised the old gamekeen~ up,
and he groaned out these words:
" 'The window was open. I came in to see the
master, when Dick Mortland-Oh, my head is on
fire;'
"The gamekeeper fainted before he could utter
another word, and when he returned to consciousness he was stark mad. I may as well say right
,.._here, while I a1!1 speaking of him, that he r~·c:overed his bodily health to a degree but his
mind was shattered and he was sent to an insane
asylum in London for treatment.
"Under Peyton Fordyce's lead the grounds
about the house were searched, and in a dark pool,
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at a considerable. distance, the follo\\:;jng day the
body of Reginald Fordyce was found.
"Every one believed Dick Mortland had robbed
and murdered his uncle, else why did he run away,
for he had abscounded; and, although the country
around was searched, no trace of him was foun<I
until "hext day, when he was discovered lying beside a hedge near a gypsy encampment four miles
from the Grange.
. "Mortland was -arrested, and when he became
sober he stated that he had drank a glass of wine
early in the morning with Peyton Fordyce before
the later left the Manor House, as he did shortly
afterward, and that he had, after taking the wine,
experienced strange and to him unaccountable
sensations from the moment he swallowed it
until when, in heated argument with his uncle in
the library, he became insensible just as the gamekeeper entered the library through the window.
"This was the youn¥ map's defense, but it had
no wei,ght with judge or jury and when he was
convicted of his uncle's murder the only evidence
showing that a doubt of his guilt had entered the
mind of the judge was in the fact that, instead of
condemning him to death he was sentenced to
Van Dieman's Land for life.
"After Reginald Fordyce's murder his will was
read and it was found that the deceased had
divided his fortune equally between his two
nephews, and, as Dick was dead in law, Peyton
Fordyce inherited all.
"Three months after Dick was transported a
young and beautiful ~irl, with the country bloom
upon her cheeks, visited my London office. She
intrnduced herself in these words:
"'I am Mina Thursby, and I have come to consult you in the secret upon the case of Dick
Mortland.
" 'I was engaged to Richard Mortland before
Peyton Fordyce came to live at the manor, although we kept the matter a secret, well knowing
that the knowledge of it would enrage Richard's
uncle.~ From the first time I met Peyton Fordyce
I disliked him, for I could see that there was an
evil spirit under his pleasing manner but he fancied me and asked me to become his wife. I refused him, of course, and foolishly, as I know now,
I confessed to him that I was engaged to Richard.
I am sure also that my rejection of him and ·the
knowledge that I had accepted Richard made Peyton the enemy of Richard. The night before the
murder I saw Peyton Fordyce in earnest conversation with two of the gypsies .who were encamped near· the Manor, and I saw him g'tve them
money.'
"Then she went on to tell me that her demented
father was confined in a private asylum for the insane; that Peyton Fordyce had recommended the
institution and paid for the unfortunate's .treatment there; that she had visited him, and that •
he seemed to have every care and kindly treatment.
·
"I put two of my men, Paxton and Greenjou all know them, and that they are keen oneson the trail of· the gYJlsies1 and I made it a point
to visit the asylum m wnich
Mr. Thursby was
confined. What was my surprise when I reached
that 'institution to hear that Thursby had escaped.
A diligent search was made for him, but he was
not found.

/
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YOUNG WILD WEST AND THE BROKEN GUN

"For once also my men failed to find the parties
they were ~fter, and it caine out at a future time
that the gypsy band who had camperd near Fordyce Manor at the time of Reginald Fordyce's
murder had gone to the United States.
"One night, nearly ten years, after the date of
the murder, and when the affair had passed from
my mind, almost, a 1:;talwart, bearded man entered
my office.
"You are Mr:--, the detective?' he said ..
,; .'I am, sir,' I replied.
" 'My name is Richard Mortland,' he said.
"I started to my feet."
" 'I am an escaped convict just fro~ Van Deiman's Land but I have become a detective--a convict detecti~e. Ha, ha, ha!' he said, with an unmirthful laugh.
"'I have a strange story to tell you, sir, and I
have come io you because Mina Thursby tells me
vou have been her true -friend all these Y ars ot
our cruel separation.
"Six months ago I e.·caped from the penal settlement, on Sarah Island, !n Gordon River, Van
Dieman's Land, by smuggling myself as a stowaway on board an English supply steamer, which
was bound for Sidney, the capital of Australia.
" 'I made the voyage and safely landed in Sidney undetected. Upon the streets of Sydney I met
a demented man in the tattered garb of a sailor,
and in him I recognized Mina's father, Mr. Thursby, the former gamekeeper of Fordyce Manor.
"He did not know me, but I befriended him and
one day while we were at work on a scaffold he
fell and struck upon his head, frac_turing ~he exterior blades of the skull. In perform1~g 31n
operation which was necessary to save his life
the surgeon found a pistol bullet pressing down
a ·piece of the interior _of the skul_l bone upon the
brain, and he removed it, thus taking the pr~ssure
from his brain; which had been constant while the
pistol ball remained in his skull.
'' 'When Thursby_recovered his reason was fully
restored .
"Of all that occurred before he had received
the shot which deprived him of his reason his
memorv was clear. He knows who killed my
uncle, Reginald Fordyce, and he will make oath to
the following statement:
" •A moment after he entered the library I fell
senseless. At th-e same moment a man clad in
gypsy g~rb, fo!lo,Yed by Peyton Fordyce:· came
th.rough the window. _ They seemed surpnsed to
find him there. The gypsy leaped at Thursby,
while Peyton Fordyce plunged his knife into his
uncle's heart.
" 'The gypsy clutched Thursby by the thi·oat,
thus p'!:eventing his making any outcry, and while
they strug-gled, and taking the key from his uncle,
Peyton rifled the safe. By this time Thursby was· .
getting the adv~mtage o~ the gypsy, and Pey~on
came close to him and d ischarged the shot which
wounded him in the head. Thinking Thursby deacr,
the moment he fell, Peyton, who was a he1·culean
man, as was. also hi s gypsy comrade jumped
through the wmdow and ran away.
." 'This Thursby saw before became unconscious.'
"Aftc1· that we consulted for some time, and

•next day we proceeded to Fordyce Manor to arrest

Peyton.
,,_
"Mortland had .vowed to make the arrest in person.
"I hid myself in the woods and Mortland approachecr the manor hou!<e, but he had not proceeded far when he encountered the new gamekeeper's son with his dog.
"The boy demanded to know what the rough!
dressed and bearded stranger wanted, and Mo land aid:
"'Lead me to your master.'
" 'Here come master and the bailiff now,' said
the boy.
"A moment later Peyton Fordyce, still looking ·
young and handsome in his spruce garb, approached with a legal-looking old gentleman, wlio
walked with a cane.
" 'This here stranger wants to see you, master.•
said the boy, indicating Mortland.
The convict detective wheeled upon Fordyce and
seized him by the throat.
"'I am Richard Mortland, the man whom you
doomed to-ten years of penal servitude, fiend, and
I have returned to have my reveng-e!' shrieked
Mortland, and as he spoke he hurled Fordyce to
the ground and handcuffed him.
"You all know the rest, boys.
"Richard Mortland was pardoned and his innocence proclaimed. Du1·ing Fordyce· trial a g~sy
sentenced for a murder committed in Wappmg
confes;;ed that he had been Peyton Fordyce's accomplice in the crime at Fordyce Manor. He said
that Fordyce had drugged Mortland's wine with
an East Indian opiate and that the villain had
placed in his pocket the money founrl there.
"Mina Thursby and Mortland were married
lately and, as he now inherits the Fordyce estate,
I see no reason why their future should not be
a happy one .. ,

RIFFIAN MESSENGER, 67, RUNS SEVENTY
MILES BETWEEN SUNSE'l' AND SUNRISE OVER ROUGH COUNTRY
Carrying a dispatch nearly seventy miles,
which he said he had made on foot from sunset
to sunrise, Hammouch Ben Hadge, an old Riffiart
warrior, was hailed here a s the CTeator of a new
maTathon record.
•
Panting from his prolonged exertion, the Riffian, who is 67 yeal's old, reached the gates of
Oudj a . at daybreak one morning and ran up to
the French sentry.
"Please direct m~ to the hou se of th e Riffian
deleg11tion. Allah i s great!" he said.
The ·senti~y directed him to th e hou;,e occupied
by Si Mohammed Azerkane, the Riffian "Foreign
Minister," where Hadge delivered hi s message,
"No peace without autonomy. "
Hadge, who is connected with th e fol'c e about
Abd-el-Krim, had received the dispatch that -night.
and had come from the Atl as Hills to Oudja a ·
di stance of 110 kilometers, or nearly seve~ty ~
mile&.
After partaking of coffee and roll:; the old Rifflan , eemed fresher than did Albin Stenroos after
winning the Olympic marathon race at Paris in
1924.

,
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GOOD READING
GALLONS OF GASOLINE
. Gasoline production in' the United States is
now at the nearly record level of 21,666 g·allons
a minute.
DIAMONDS IN U. S.
Pike County, Ark., which has the Jargei;t peach
orchard in the country, has the only diamond mine
on the Western Hemisphere, has a bed of asphalt
and an oil well and is now producing sapphires
which were cut by an expert gem cutter and
which rival the diamonds in their brilliancy.
KANSAS CURE FOR DRUNKEN DRIVERS
Officials of Kansas- City believe they have
found a "sure cure" for reckless and drunken
drivers. Guilty motorists work out sentences in
a muddy-floo1·ed rock quarry. They swing sledges
and picks, wield shovels and trundle rock for
eight long hours, while chained by irons.
CLINIC TO TREAT MENTAL lLLNESSES
WITH PSYCHOLOGY
Here's the latest in clinics. Social agencies, professional and civic authorities have formulated
plans here for the permanent establishment of a
mental hygienic clinic.
This clinic when established will deal ·with the
problems of "behaviorisru"-the psychologist's
term used in describing human conduct. Remedies
will be sought for certain social ills that exist due
to lack of mind training.
FALLING PLANE KILLS MOTORIST IN
STREET IN COLORADO SPRINGS
An airplane fell in the middle of a downtown
business street some time ago and killed a man
in an automobile. T o occupants of the plane
were injured seriously.
Richard Ragan, 26, of Colorado Springs, was
sitting in his automobile when the plane, circling
1,000 feet above the city, experienced trouble.
Norman Lee, student aviator, found the control
bar out of order. Ray Varney, acting as an in~ structor, worked frantically to gain control of the
,,.__ machine, but as the plane swung 400 feet above
the busine::;s district it suddenly slipped _into a
tail spin.
.,
Ragan was killed almost instantly. Lee and
Varney were hurried to a hospital; where physician s said their condition was serious.
CAMDEN BTIIDGE TO OPEN GATES ON
4TH OF JULY.
One of the last gaps in the broad ribbon of
bighwar which now stretches from the Atlantic
to the t'acific will be closed on July 4 when the
Camden bridge, connecting Philadelphia and
Camden over the Delaware River, is opened to
traffic.
It is the longest suspension bridge in the world.
Its cost will run close to $40,000,000.
Motorists who use the graceful structure will
aot think of these things as they whiz over the

•

concrete floo1· of the span. To them it will be
just another roadway, accepted as such because
it is there.
But; neverth~less, the Camden bridge is con. idered one of the most important structures in
the United States, built to relieve a congested
ferry traffic which at times has become so jammed
that motorist s have had to wait in line five, six
and -eight hours before they could nose their machines upon a boat. That is true, of course, only
of the very busy week-ends in the summer months,
when Pennsylvania and Philadelphia and other
towns and states pour out their populations for
Sunday trips to the wonder resorts of the south
Jersey coast.
Camden is the gateway. South of Trenton
there has been no way to cross the Delaware River
except by ferry and, with congestion at its height,
many motorists have driven thirty miles north of
Camden to cross the- stream at Trenton, so that
the~ could hasten to their Philadelphia homes-a
sixty-mile detour because there was no bridge to
take them the stone's thr~w across the river.
During 1925 the ferries between Camden and
Philadelphia carried 5,700,000 vehicles. In 1905
this traffic just reached the 1,000,000 mark. In
1920 it had increased to only 2,424,800 vehicles;
but in 1924 it more than doubled and went to
4,930,000. By July .of this year, it is estimated
that feny traffic will have reached . the staggtt1·ing total of 6,000,000 vehicles a year-and then
the bridge will be opened.
What will happen?
When 'motorists reach the bridge they ~II find
a structure 9,600 feet long from the beginning of
one approach to the end of the other. The main
span, through which the Camden bridg·e has
earned the title of "longest suspension bridge in
the world," is 1,750 feet. The vehicular capacity
is figured at 6,000 cars an hour. The width of the
automobile roadway between curbs is 57 feet, and
the total width of the bridge, over all, is 124 feet.
The clearance above mean high water is 135
feet and from the top of the toweTS to mean high
water the drop is ::!85 feet. No man engaged in
construction h as fallen from the top of the t owers,
but several have been plunged into the river from
the su spended structure. Two came out alive.
Six others perished. Twelve have been killed
during the construction.
The bridge, when fully completed, will contain
50,000 tons of steel, 276,300 cubic yards of concrete and 216,300 ya1·ds of masonry work m the
anchorage&.. One coat of paint for the bridge
con sumed 5,000 gallons.
Unlike the New York bridges, the Ca~den
bridge is suspended by two cables, instead of four.
These cables are twenty-nine and one-half inches
in diameter and each contains 18,666 single wires
.02 of an inch in diameter. The cables are 3,550
feet loni:;: and weigh 7,100 ton&. The total length
of the wires in these cables is 25,100 miles-more
than enough to encircle the earth. The actual
construction time of the bridP'" will h .. four yeau
and six months,
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
,
SNAKES INVADE R. R. STATION
· and the smallest is less than four-one-thou"Wow! Wait till I kill this big snake!" yelled sandths of an inch with 36 intermediate sizes.
In solving the problem of drilling holes of
W. B, Kinney, third trick block telegrapher of the
W. & A. Railroad, at the dispatcher's telephone graduated diameters through a score of diamonds
as he was reporting a train. His eyes registered designed as dies, Ford engineers have reverted to
:horror as a four-foot rattlesnake came writhing the old adage of diamond cut diamond. After .,
through the door into the office. Kinney bom- centering the stone in a plug similar to a thick
barded the reptile with about everything movable silver quarter, the hole is started with a diamond
in reach, finally smasbing the snakes' head. Long ~hip. Then a small quantity of fine diamond dust
continued drought had emboldened snakes, who 1s mtroduced, and, by means of a rotating and .
oscillating needle, is made to slowly and evenly
were desperate in their hunt for water.
grind through the die stone.
. Commercial _diamonds contras~ sharply with
Jewelry gems m color. Stones
-use in Ford
1000 KARATS OF DIAMONDS USED IN FORD car .wanufacture are not unlike a mchip
of coal in
FACTORIES
appearance. In value, however, they a1·e prac'"
Who would think to look in an automobile fac- tically equal to the social variety.
tory for diamonds? Yet in the Detroit plants
of the Ford Motor Company more than 1,000
carats of the precious stones are in use in . the
PERILS OF THE ARCTIC CIRCLE
manufacture of motor cars. But the diamonds
The
successful return of MacMillan and
that have their part in the production of improved Amundsen
from their latest expeditions to the
Fords do not enjoy the life of eai,e and luxury north, rec-alls
that many earlier explorers gave
characteristic of the social variety of gem.
their lives to Arctic adventure and that a long
Few persons would consider pressing their most line of sturdy ships has surrendered to the ice.
choice diamonds against the whirling surface of Less than two years ago, William Nutting and
a grinding wheel or drilling holes in them, yet three companions set out from Norway to follow ,..
that is what happens every day to these com- the ~iking. trail to Ame1:ica in their little ship,
mercial stones. The majority of them are used the Lief Encson. They disappeared after leaving
either to dress grinding wheels or are drilled to the coast of Greenland. Earlie1· centuries had
permit hundreds of miles of wire to be drawn their Arctic expeditions. In 1500, Gaspar Corthwugh them daily.
tereal, a Portuguese explorer, ventured into HudGrinding wheels soon pick up enough steel to son Strait in a small craft and was never heard
become glazed and grooved. Then the diamond from again, says Pop1.tlar cience Monthly. His
comes i o use and is forced against the running brother and a number of companions who organgrinding wheel until the old surface has been cut ized a searching expedition, likewise were lost.
away. Until recently a much larger stock of dia- Four hundred years before there was a map of
monds than that used as present was, necessary the Arctic, Sir Hugh Willoughby sailed into the
to keep the grinding wheels in condition. Devel- north. later to be found dead with his crew and
opment of abrasives of a new degree of hardness; the ship frozen fast in the ice. Sir Martin
however, has relieved the diamonds of the heaviest Frobisher's search for the northwest passage in
cutting work, and they are now used only in the 1690 met with partial disaster when one of his
three ships foundered in a gale. Bering made
finer dressing operations.
Even a diamond will not stand up long under many· expeditions during the middle part of the
such treatment and steadily loses weight from eighteenth century, but was finalliv wrecked on
its first day on the job. The biggest commercial the island, that now bears his naine, and died
diamond ever used by the company, weighing ap- there, ~egend says, of a broken heart. After a
proximately 67.82 carats, lasted about two years. successful voyage into northern seas with Peary;- Others become valueless after a few weeks and in 1893, and _a relief expedition, a year later, the
some break down under the severe treatment in .Falcon, commanded by Captain Henrv Bartlett, a
skilled navigator, was lost with all her crew. The
an hou'J.'.
first "mariner of the air" to be claimed by the
Diamonds also play a major role in the drawing Arctic
was Salomon August Andree. who, with
of copper wire. In this department the wire, two companions,
Spitzbergen in 1897 in a balabout as large in diameter as a lead pencil, is loon fitted with left
sails and trailing ropes. They
drawn down to sizes which vary to less than the hoped to reach the
and return. but a few
thickness of a hair. This drawing process is of the b_uoys droppedPole
from the basket as a means
simple-in theory. The wire is merely pulled of tracing the expedition
a message brought
through a series of graduated holes until it has by a carrier pigeon, wereand
all that came back of
been drawn down to the desired size.
the ill-fated venture. In May, 1825 Sir John
There is ·no substitute for the diamond in the Franklin, with 129 men and the Ereb~s and the
finer operations of wiTe drawing. Steel dies may Terror, set out to find. a northwest passage.
be used in the first few reductioI1's, but as the
Neither the ships nor any of the men returnedwire becomes smaller, such a terrific strain is Thirty relief expeditions, over as many years,
exerted that only a diamond will stand up for were sent in search of them, ;ilthou,irh a ·message "'any length of time. The largest of the diamond found fourteen vears after the men had sailed,
,
dies is about one-tenth of an inch in diameter stated that the ships had been crushed in the ic».
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FROM EVERYWHERE
BEE CAUSE S. AUTO ACCID ENT
It became known today that .Dr. Roy D. Duckworth of Harvar d Court, White Plains, narrow ly
escaped injury lately when his car jumped
~ the Mount Kisco road north of Armonk and turned over after a bee had flown ·into his eye, temporarily blindin g him. Dr. Duckwo rth crawled
from beneath the badly damage d machin e and
was taken to his home by a passing motori st. He
was uninjur ed.
BULL DIES FIGHT ING AUTO
The State Constab ulary was recently noti_fied
that an automo bile operate d by Ralph Brunzel of
Red Hook came out the better in an "encoun ter"
with a bull near Coldwa ter, Orange County. The
bull charged the machin e three times and was killed in the final attack.
A poy was leading the bull along the highwa y.
Persons in a passing automo bile shouted and
struck at the animal and it got away from the
boy. Dashin g down the highwa y, the frenzied bull
plunged three times into the sedan car driven by
Mr. Brunzel . The automo bile was damage d but
not disabled .
..--.
ROUGH RIDER S
' The "Rough Riders" was the popular name
given to the Firs t Regime nt of Volunte er Cavalry ,
which was organiz ed in the Southw est at the opening of the war with Spain. Leona1·d Wood, now a
major-g eneral in the United State. Army, was
colonel, and Theodo re Roosev elt lieutena nt-· colonel. Later the comman d came to Colonel Roosevelt. The regimen t was compos ed of expert riders
from all over the country , cowboys from the
plains, society men :fY-om New York and New
England , who had ridden to hounds, etc. The
words "rough rider" is applied to a horsem an who
can ride any horse with or without a saddle. They
wore the regular campai gn dress of the cavalry ,
tan felt hat, blue shirt, khahi trouser s and deggings. The regimen t number ed several hundred ,
divided into the regulati on of cavalry troops. The
. regimen t took part in the skirmis hes leading to
the battle of San J.uan and in the b attle itself,
where.R oosevel t led the charge.

Springs a1-e guardin g the island, 11.nd no one is
allo-Yed on the grounds .
~r. Cadzow says the bones are those of Algonqums of the first of the four periods of their occupancy of Americ a, and experts think they mav
have been buried 1.500 years.
·
·
"They are the bones of men who roamP.d the
lake country centure s before the coming of the
Iroquoi s," a_ss1;r~s Mr. Cadzow . They represe nt a
type too pr11:11tive to know the simplie st form of
pottery makmg . Crude were their implem ents
clumsy their arrow points, rude their tools I~
this archaic period they did not know how to ~ake
and use a pipe. The remains more nearly resemble those of the earliest Eskimo than any I
have ever seen."
'
Much of Fronten ac Isl~d apparen tly is solid
rock. Upon the 200 square feet above water the
e_xplorer found the burial ground, and that he believes may be the site of the village. Here the
stone_ base of the_ island is buried two and a half
feet 111 E:arth wh!ch the explore r thinks is purely
Algonquin_ deposit and made of ashes, refuse and
accumu lations of the ages. The first foot of soil
gave up pottery and other relics of the later and
more advance d Alganq ?in peoples , and as greater
depths were reached still strange1 · relics were disclosed.
On the bot.tom, crushed against the island's
stone foundat ion, were found fourtee n skeleton s.
They we!e shatt~re d and ravaged by age, but it
was poss1b)e to p1ec!! t!'iem togethe r, althoug h da'ys
were r ~qmred m hftmg out and assembl ing the
cru~?lm g human bones. The explore r believes the
pos1t10n of ~he skeleton alone proved their age, for
all _were ly!ng prone upon the bedrock in direct
vana1~ce with the burial customs of the later Al~onqum s and the Iroquis.
Banner stones of ~hite limeston e; believed to be
the fir~t to be found m an Indian burial ground in
the_ M1?dle Atlant_ic -States or Souther n Ontario ,
were d1 ·closed beside _one skeleton . A bone object
apparen tly repre_se ntmg a deer head, also wa~
found, and near 1_t three large heaver incisors , a
small notched flmt an·ow point three antler
flakers, two bone. arrow points ana' the bones of a
swan. In the nght hand of one skeleton was·
found a small bo~e spoon and near it three small
beaver teeth, an 1mperfe ct barbed ha1·poon point
and an antler flaker .
_All the skeleton> were taken to the New York
?1ty museum for further examina tion.

PREHI STORI C BONES ARE FOUND
UPSTA TE
Tidings of a prehi. toric race, centurie s buried,
have come from the ,-hores ·of Cayuga Lake, N. Y.
Deep down among the agl:-old deposits of earth
on Fronten ac I sland have been found the crushed
and crumbli ng skeleton s and other remnan ts of
Americ an aborigin es who fished Cayuga 's waters
p·ICt Ure
long before th~ red man.
•
tortes
Donald A. Cadzow , e!hnolo gist and archaeo lo- A Weekly OVIDg
l\lnguzln.,. Devoted to ~hotopln y• and J>layen
gist of the Museum of the Americ an Indian, Heye
t
Founda tion, New York City, who made the find
PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
Fla ch number contains Thri>e Stories or th e Best 1''ilm•
some time ago, plans to return to the island to
. on th., R
. cn·<-n --!Dltg1111t Hult- to11e Sce11es from the Piny~
continu e his explora tions. ·
-;I11tn,.,,t ':'g Art, e lPs About Promine1 1t People 111 .th•
Experts have charact erized the discove ries as 1l1lmsJ>o111gs or Ac-tors n11d Actressl' S in the Stuclio and
L~sso ns 111 ScPaario ,vritini;:-.
"!"il.mong the most valuabl e ever made in Americ a,
believin g that they may reveal life in the first peETHEL ROSEM AN, PUBLISHER AND EDITOR
riod of Algonq uin Indian occupat ion, or before.
Pending Mr. Cadzow '$ return the people of Union
· 219 Seventh Avenue , New York. N. Y.
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

IATEST l88UBI

Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject_

J18-! "fonng Wild West Trapped In n Canyon; or, Arietta's Swing For Life.
1185 " At A Red skin Pow-Wow:,.or, Doomed To Die
At The Stake
•
Jl!!ll " and the Doomed Mine: or, Arletta's Life at
Stake.
·
1187 " Racing For A Ranch: or, Spitfire On His Mettle.
1188 " Marked By Mexicans: or, Arletta and the Senor.
1180 " and the "Sliver Kid," or, The Dandy ot tbe
Gnlch.
l190 " an,1 the Yellow Bull: or; Arletta's Daring Fl" ·
cape
1191 " Rnrrounded By Death: or, The Seven Stich ot
Dynnmlte.
1
1192 " ~tnking A Claim; or. Arlettn On Gunrd.
1193 " C:r1>aser Chase: oi,, The Outlaws of the Border.
ll94 " Swinging B Lariat: or, Arletta and the Wild
Horses.
1100 " Booming a Camp: or, The Shot that Opened a
Gold Mine.
·
1196 " and the "Busted" Minln,r Camp; or Arletta
ns an AuctlonPef.
1197 " Ousting the Outlaws: or. The Clean Up At
Fancy Flat.
1198 " and the TrenRure of the Lake; or, Hop Wah'I
Magic Trlrk.
1109 " Rossing A Cnttle Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
Ry Rustll'rs.
1200 " Trapping the R edski ns: or, The Last Raid of
rrazy Hor!!'e.
1201 " nnd the Cave Gang; or, Arletta's Desperate
~hot.
]202 " Lost In the Rockies : or. The Luck a Grizzly
ftl"Ofll?ht.
!203 " F.!Pcte,l n C:hlef; or, Arlettn nnd tl,e Papoose.
120-t " nn,l "Stinger J"ack"; or, The Bluff '£hat
Wonldn't Work.
t205 " nnrl thf' Tricky Trapper; or. Arletta After .Bl&
r,nm e.
120ft " c:ivine: It Straight : or. The Worst Cnlllp ot All.
1207 " Conn ing for Gunmen; or, Arletta and the
Or~nHP""' Ruffian s.
l208 " Surround<'d by Goh\: or, A Treasure Worth •
million.
12()9 "
Bltftling DPnth : or. Arletta and the Chasm.
1210 " an,1 the Recklf'S!I R egulars; or. Saving a Company of Cavalry.
J211 " "Busting" a Show: or. ArlPttn nnd th!' A<'tr'>88.
l!l.11 " Locating a Lode; or, The Orphans ot Bowl"
Bar.
,212 " ancl thP Bronclio Boss; or. Catching e Craft:,
Cattleman.
121:i " At Six Spot Flat: or. The Joke That Made a
Fortune.
1214 " Trnpped by Greasers; or. Arletta nnd tl11,
Secret Pas•nge.
1216 " Government Contract: or, Arletta nnd the Pon:,
Express.
1217 " Rig Round-Up; or, The Champion RopPr of the
1218
1219

"
"

1220
1221

"
"

1222

"

!223

"

1224
1225

"
"

122G

"

'I'!,;,!
""C:~r-~· Arietta and the
en,l the Golden Image; or, Lured
OT,

RaiflPrs.
to thc VallPy

of neath.
Balking a Raid: or. Arlettn's LPnp for Lihnty.
FTnnting in the Sierras: or, Ar1ettn and the
Cinnamon Bear.
Suving th<' Illock-house; or, Arietta and tho
AllieR Anttnrk.
and the Redskin Traitor: or, The SiPgP In the

J~h{J,;:?~

8

-H!'rd: or, Ariettn's Fiery Rnce
and the Ten Cow-Punchers : or, Bestlng a Bad
Bunch.
C'nught in n Cavern: or. Arietta's Shot in the
Dnl'k .

.

"

Dividing tbe Gold: or. SPttllng n Claim Dispute.
After th e '.!' r a il 'l'hievPR; or. Arlette's Round-

1229

"

J230

"

A~~i the Pawnee Paleface: or, 'l'hc Olrl Hunter's
Secret.
Racing a Flood: or, Ariettn Shooting the
Raplfls
and "Pinto Peter": or, The Fight of Rnckhorn
Ranch.
R:scaping Death: or, Ari('ttn's Flrty Mil" RncP.
J.ost on the Desert: or, The Luck a Snnd Storm
Brought.

1227

1228

"

1231

"

1232
1233

"
"

No. U. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S
JOKE BOOK.-Conta ining n great variety Q.! the latest

jokes used .by th<' most fnmo11s en d men. Xo amateur
' minstrels ls complete without this wonderful little book.

.

No.

42.

THE

BOYS

OF

NEW

YORK

STUJIIP

SPEAKER.-Co ntainlng n varied assortment of stwnp
sp<'l'ches, Negro, Dutch nnd Irish. Also end men's jokes. ,
No. <U. HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUJll.-A grand
CQ!lection of Album 'Verses suitable for auy time and
O'ccas!on; embrncing Lines of Love, Affection, Sentiment.
Humor! R espect, and Condolence: also Verses Suitable
for Va entines and \Veddings.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARD8.-A complete and
handy l!ttle book, giving the rules ancl full clirPct!on1
for playing Euchre. Cribbage, Casino. Forty-live
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch. Ali
Fours, and many other popular games of cards.
No. 58. HOW TO .WRITE LETTERS.-A woncl('rful
little book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart,
your father, mother, sister, brother, employpr; nnd In
fact everybody and anybody you wish to write to.
No. 55. How T.O COLLECT STAJIIPS AND COINS.Containing valuable information regarding the collectlflfis~!1eirran g!ng of stamps and coins. Uaudsomel:r
No. 57. now TO JllAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMENT S.

-Full directions bow to make a Banjo, Violin, Zith@r,
Aeolian Harp, Xylophone and other musical instrument~;
together with a brief description of nearly every m ns! cal Instrument used In ancient or modern times. Profusely Illustrated.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE. -By Old King
Brady, the well-known <letcetive. In which he Jaye
down some valuable rules for beginners, and also relates some adventures of well-known detectives.
No. 61. HOW TO BECOl\lE A BOWLJ.;°R.-A complete
manual of bowling. Containidg full instructions for
playing nil the standard American and German 1pmes·
together with rules and systems In use b:, the prrncipal
bowling clubfi.
No. 64. HOW TO .l\lA"KE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.
-Containing full directions for making electrical ma•
chines, Induction coils dynamos and many novel toy8
to bl' worked by electricity. By it A. R. BennPtt. FuJJy
lllufitrated.
Nu. 117.

HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRJCKS.--f'on •

taining a large collection of lnstructivf' anti bighl1
,unns!ng electrical tricks, together with lllnstratlon~. B:,
A. Anderson.

No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-H AND.--C'ontaln --

lng over fifty of the latest and best tricks nsed by ma•
girians. A !so containing the SPcret of second sight.
l<'ull y !llustrllted.

No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WlTH CARD8-

- rnmbrncing all of the latest and most decept!Ye card
tr icks, with illustrations.
.
No. 7~.

HOW TO DO TRJCKS WITH NU.l\lBl!:RS.-

Showin,r many c urious tri<'kfi with fignrPe and the
n11t,rir of nhmbere. By A. Anderson. Fully lllnstratPd.

No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRl':CTLY .-

C'ontainlng foll instructions for wrl.ting lr·tters on almost any e11hject: also rules for punctuation and composition. with speehnPn letters.

No. 76, HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND-

- Containing rnles for telJing fortu nPs by the •id et
lines of tht- baf\d. or the secret of palmistry. Also the
sprrt>t of telling future events by alcl of mole, m:irks,
sea rs. et('. Ill uatra ted.
·
"'.'fo.

77.

HOW

TO

DO

FORTY

TRICJ{S

WITH

CAHDS.-Cont a!ning dPceptfrP Card Tricks ns performeel h:v l<'ntllng ronjurf'l'• and mnl!icians.
No. 7!1.

HOW TO BECOl\lE AN ACTOR.-Cont nlning

romplete instructions how to make up for various
ch nra cte rs on thP sta1?e; together with the dutiPs or the
Stage 11Innnger, Prompter. Scenic Artist and Pro pert:,

Mnn.
No. ltO.

OUR WILLIAJ\IS' JOKE BOOK.-Contai ning
tht> lat<•st jokeR . .anecdotes and funny stories of thle

world-reno\vnP< l GPrmnn comP<l ian.
No. 82 . HO,v TO DO :PALMISTitY. -Containlng the

most npproYPd J\1ethods of reading thP !hr<'~ on the
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